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PREFACE 

So many people were involved in providing information 
and assistance during this project that it is impossible to 
mention all of them by name. Special mention must be given 
to members of project staff who spent many long hours. 
Mention should also be made of the cooperation received from 
staff of the Legal Services Society of Bri tish Columbia. 
Final thanks must be given to the members of the Private Bar 
in British Columbia who, through interviews and written 
comments, provided information necessary for the design and 
execution of this evaluation. 
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Project Summary 

During 1979 and 1980 an experimental public defence 
office was established in Burnaby, British Columbia. The 
office was run by the Legal Services Society of British 
Columbia, an independent society with the mandate to deliver 
legal aid in British Columbia. The office was set up to 
determine the feasibility of introducing staff criminal 
defence offices within the Province. Currently most 
criminal legal aid in British Columbia is delivered by 
private lawyers paid under a fee for service tariff. 
Payment for legal aid under a fee for service tariff is 
generally called a i~~l~~!~ mode of delivering legal aid. 

The experimental public defence office was structured 
within an evaluation framework. The project was evaluated 
during the two year experimental operation. Prior to the 
opening of the officean evaluation was designed. The office 
was run under an on-going evaluation strategy. This report 
presents some of the results of that evaluation. 

There were six major goals in the evaluation: 

Analysis of the relative effectiveness of a public 
defence and judicare-modes-ol-deITverTng criminal 
legal aid; 

Analysis of the relative costs of delivering legal 
aid under the two-modes; -----

Determination of client satisfaction with 
defence counsel---- and----}udTcare 
representation; 

public 
counsel 

Analysis of the time spent by lawyers providing 
criminal legal aTa-and an analysis of the existing 
possible alternative !~!l!! structures; 

Determination of the rel~!l£~~~lQ~ which develop 
between criminal stall counsel, Crown counsel and 
judges. 

Projection of the l~Q~~! on the private bar of the 
introduction of a broader network of criminal 

1 
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defence offices. 

The results relating to each of the major goals in the 
evaluation analyses, and an overall summary, are presented 
in separate reports and are available upon request. A list 
of the titles of the reports are given at the beginning of 
this report. 

This report examines the relationship which developed 
between the public defenders and the other members of the 
Burnaby Court. A brief summary of the actual evaluation 
experiment and the results of the other major segments will 
be presented before the public defender analysis is 
reported. 

The Public Defence Office was a small criminal legal 
aid office set up near the provincial court in Burnaby. The 
office staff included three full-time staff lawye~s, a 
paralegal and a secretary. The office functioned as a 
general, non-specialized, criminal defence office. All 
lawyers handled all types of criminal cases. All lawyers 
handled all appearances, from first appearance through to 
disposition. All lawyers provided duty counsel services. 
The paralegal supplemented the lawyers' duties by 
interviewing clients, assisting lawyers, and providing entry 
point social services for clients by making referrals to 
social agencies. 

The office structure was representative of the 
structures which most likely could be set up in other cities 
in the Province if the public defence mode of delivering 
legal aid were more widely adopted. Most cities in British 
Columbia could only support small offices such as the office 
in Burnaby. 

The evaluation of the public defence operation involved 
a comparison of public defence counsel cases with cases 
handled by judicare counsel in the Burnaby, New Westminster, 
and Vancouver Courts. The public defence counsel primarily 
represented clients in Burnaby Provincial Court. To a 
lesser extent, they acted for clients in the County and 
Supreme Court in New Westminster. For comparison purposes, 
two groups of judicare cases were used. The Public Defence 
Office in Burnaby did not handle all criminal legal aid 
clients in Burnaby. Some clients were referred to private 
counsel. The cases referred to private counsel were used in 
the evaluation. These cases were heard in the same courts, 
Burnaby Provincial Court and New Westminster County Court, 
as the cases handled by public defence counsel. Cases 
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handled by judicar 1 ' 
and Supreme courtsew~~~n:~soI~s~~n~~~ver Pro~incial, County comparIson purposes. 

Clients of public defenc ' , 
received guilty outcomes at abe ~o~~sel and JudIcare counsel 
were differences in the roc ou e ~ame rate, but there 
a determination of guilt p P ~1~resdw~Ich were used to reach 
their clients guilty mo;e f~e IC e ence ,co~nsel pleaded 
Judicare counsel went to t ' lquentl Y than JudIcare counsel. 
guilty pleas and determr~:ti~~~e often: However, when 
there was little difference in th of gUIlt were combined, 
outcomes for the two modes of ~ l~ ov~rall rate of guilty ue lvering legal aid. 

There were differences i th received by p bl' d f· n e patterns of sentences 
Public defenc~ c~~ns:le~~~en~~d ju~icare cou~s?l clients. 
than clients of judica rece~ved fewer JaIl sentences 
balance, judicare clientsr~ecc~un~e. As something of a 
or withdrawals of charg~s. eive more stays of proceedings 

Public defence counsel d ' Crown The dI'SC' engage In more discussions with 
. USSlons resulted in 'I . 

Crown recommendations for senten T~ore gUI ty pleas and 
justice under the public d fces. e overall pattern of 
negotiations, more guilt Ie: ence mode was, one of more 
sentences than under ~h p ,~! but fewer Incarceration 
pleas, negotiations and se~ JU Icare mode., Differences in 
similar total patterns o~ g~~~~es °dccurred ~lthin generally . ~ y an non-guIlty o~tcomes. 

~~~~!Y of Relative Costs -------- -----

Under the experimental structure 
average costs per case fbI' in Burnaby, the 
than for 'd' or pu IC defender cases was $9 more 
, JU lcare cases in Burnab b $ 
Judicare cases in Vancouver T y)ut 25 less than 
cases in Burnab . • he average cost for judicare 
$264 per case ~he was $225. In Vancouver the average was 
was $235. . - average cost for public defender cases 

The Burnaby Office was th 1 similar to what could be set u a, ree awyer,o~fice, a size 
urban centres if the publi d ~ In other BrItIsh Columbia 
aid were expanded Becausec ,et ence mode of delivering legal 

• 1 was a small off' 
case costs were susceptible +0 f '] I IC~, ,average .. aIr.y arge VariatIon with 
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small changes in caseloads. If Burnaby public defender case 
flow figures were increased one case a month, there would be 
no appreciable difference in average costs per case for the 
two modes of delivering legal aid. In fact, the public 
defence mode would be marginally less expensive. It should 
be noted that, if caseloads fell much below the level the 
office experienced during the experimental operation, the 
operation would become cost inefficient. Caseloads 
fluctuated some month to month. The fluctuation in caseload 
in the Criminal Defence Office in Burnaby was the result of 
internal management decisions and some variability in 
application rates. The Public Defence Office did not handle 
all criminal cases in Burnaby, some were referred to private 
counsel. The decision to refer was made when the director 
of the office believed the staff lawyers were fully booked 
or when co-aCCUSed conflicts occurred or when another lawyer 
was already acting for an accepted applicant. Caseloads 
could be increased or decreased. For a public defence 
office in most British Columbia municipalities to remain 
cost efficient, at a local level of analysis, caseloads 
would have to be maintained. 

Analysis was also performed to project costs under 
increased tariffs and under projected staff salary 
increases. Generally the staff model of delivering legal 
aid was found to be cost competitive with the judicare mode 
under expected tariff increases. 

A small public defence operation appears to produce 
similar case costs to judicare delivery of legal aid. A 
staff operation permits monitoring and predictions of cost. 
If caseloads are maintained there is no apparent cost reason 
for the Legal Services Society to choose one mode of 
delivery over the other. As noted in the effectiveness 
summary, there were differences in how cases were handled by 
the judicare and public defence counsel. Public defence 
counsel clients were given terms of imprisonment less 
frequently than judicare clients. If correctional costs are 
considered, the public defence counsel mode is much less 
expensive. For every 1000 legal aid cases, the correctional 
saving produced by reduced incarceration costs could be over 
$200,000. 

Clients of public defenders and judicare lawyers were 
both reasonably well satisfied with the performance of their 
lawyers. Neither mode of delivering legal aid presented 

5 
major problems in client t· f . 
of public defence 1 sa IS actIon .. If anything, clients 
with the services theya;!:~~ve~~re margInally more satisfied 

The average time spent on 
was 5 hours and 40 mi t a case by a public defender 
j~dicare counsel was aroun~u7e~. The avera~e time spent by 
tIme spent was time travelling ~urs .. T~e major component of 
in court. About 4 hou 0, waItIng ~t, and appearing 
activities by judicare c~~ns:~re spent In court-related 
spent with clients. little t. per case .. About 1 hour was 
doing research.' Ime was spent In preparation or 

The equivalent h 1 ( 
received by judicare our y rate tariff payment/time spent) 
tariff. Lawyers rec~~~~~el was ~34 per hour under the 1980 
hourly rate for major tarif~pprox~mately the same equivalent 
clients' "f·l serVIces. Cases which ended by al ure to appea" ·1 
trials were paid at the sam r '. gUll ty pleas, stays and by 

e equlva ent hourly rate. 

B bIt was generally felt by judges and Crown counsel 
urna y that the presence f bl . in 

Court improved the ual·t 0 pu IC defence counsel in the 
Crown, in particufar I ~e~i d~~e~ce for legal aid clients. 
defence Counsel made their· b a. the presence of public 
and the judges felt free toJ~al~asler. Bo!h Crown counsel 
to perform "on the spot" 1 1 upon.publlC defence counsel 
They saw them as art of ega serVIces for individuals. 
availability as a ~ajor st:~~g~~urft systbeml.and their general 

o a pu IC defence office. 
Public defence counsel f~lt th 

give them good "deals" fo ~th . at 9rown was willing to 
"deals" given f 1· r elr clIents, better than the 
defence and ·u~r c lents .of judicare counsel. Crown 
to communicateJan~e~b~!~nb:!I~ved ~hat this improved abilit; 
defence counsel bein 0 se~ ences was the result of 
the fact that the pugli~re~e~t ~n the court regularly, not 
However durin th e en ers were staff counsel 
the office~ Cro~n b:C~~~r::a~! t~~ e~heriTental operati?n of 
counsel were not r . e act that prIvate 
defence counsel so ih::e~t In court ~s frequently as public 
not develop with private couclosel WorkIng relationship could nse . I 

i 
j 
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The public defence counsel, while acknowledging that 
Crown made them offers which were very good for their 
clients, gave the impression that they did not like the 
feeling that Crown or judges would call upon them for 
special services such as stand-in representation in court or 
impromptu discussions with accused persons. The pattern of 
open accessibility of the public defenders whenever in court 
which Crown and the judges liked was not uniformly liked by 
the public defenders. 

Public defence counsel, if they are to remain 
independent, must have their independence continually 
reinforced by the Legal Services Society and must learn ways 
to limit their accessibility for general, non-duty counsel, 
court representation services. Under the current 
arrangements, it was generally agreed that the quality of 
defence had greatly improved, but that public defence 
counsel are likely to burn out rapidly. 

It would be possible to set up several small public 
defence offices in the Province without having a major 
impact on the private criminal bar. There are about 1,000 
lawyers in British Columbia who accept criminal legal aid 
cases. Most of these, however, handle only a few cases at a 
time. Only six lawyers in the whole province average as 
many criminal legal aid cases as staff counsel did in 
Burnaby. Only 1.4% handle more than 12 cases per month, and 
only 21% handled more than 1 case per month. 

Small criminal legal aid offices could be set up in 10 
communities in British Columbia without any SUbstantial 
economic impact on the practices of most lawyers. A ten 
lawyer office could be set up in Vancouver without much 
impact on the criminal bar. 

The evaluat ion s'tudy found that: 

Public defence offices can be ifitroduced in the 
Province in a limited way without disrupting the 
practice of most lawyers; 

7 

Clients were generally well pleased 
public defence representation and 
representation; 

with both 
judicare 

Court person~el in Burna~y were well pleased with 
wha~ w~s ~Iewed as an Improvement in the quality 
of J~stlce In the court after the introduction of 
public defence counsel; 

The type of representation provided by public 
defence counsel differed from the type provided by 
judicare counsel; 

Under a public defence mode there were more guilty 
pleas and ~ewer trials. The overall guilty rates, 
(~o~nd gUIlty ,plus plead guilty) however, were 
slml!ar, but cl~ents of public defence counsel 
received fewer Jail terms; and 

Under the fee for service tariff in operation at 
the end of, the experimental period judicare 
lawyers received an effective rate of $34 per 
hour. The tariff was increased after the 
experimental project ended. 

A ~ublic defence mode for delivering legal aid within 
t~e Prov~nce could be introduced in a limited way. It would 
likely Imp~ove both judges' and Crown counsels' perception 
of the qual~ty of defence representation in court. Based on 
t~e ~xp~rlence in Burnaby, clients would not be 
dissatisfied. 

The introduction of a public defence mode of criminal 
~ega! services, however, would produce more negotiated 
JUStIC~ ~nd fewer trials. It would also most likely produce 
fewer Jail sentences for those convicted. 

Maintaining the cost-effectiveness of offices would 
require monitoring of caseloads and maintenance of minimum 
~orkl~a~s. "Small offices would rapidly become cost 
Inefficient If workloads were not maintained. With a public 
defence syste~, the performance of staff counsel would also 
have, t~ be m~n~tored. Wit~ a more limited number of lawyers 
provldln~ criminal legal aId, the presence of a staff lawyer 
who received worse outcomes for his clients than other staff 
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profound impact on criminal 

The introduction of a public defence office in Burnaby 
was seen as an improvement in justice by co~rt pers~nnelf 
includin Crown counsel and judges. The IntroductI?n 0 
~riminalglegal aid offices in other parts of the ProvInce, 
if done within a more general judica:e system and op~rate~ 
with the necessary monitoring, should Improve the qualIty 0 

legal aid representation generally. 

RELATIONSHIP ANALYSIS 

1. Public Defence/Court Relationshi 2 ~~~l~!l~ ------ ------------- -----------

An integral part of the evaluation of the, public 
defence mode of delivering legal aid w~s an In-depth 
analysis of how public defenders related to Judges,and cr~w~ 

I The evaluation tried to determIne ~ a 
counse . th ffected clIent relationships developed and how ese e 
outcomes. 

2. Introduction ------------

Members of the Burnaby Court, Crown couns~l, ju?ges, 
R C M P officers and judicare lawyers were InterVIewed 
abo~t· their Views' of public defenders,in general, and of the 
Public Defence Office which operated In Burnaby. Member~,of 
the court, Crown counsel, judges, and memberslof t~he po +~: 
force were interviewed twice during the eva ua Ion. . 

eo Ie who were interviewed were asked general questIons 
~bo~t the role of judges, Crown, and defence counsel. They 
were asked to describe their perceptions of how th~ Burn~by 
Court functioned with public defence counsel. The Inter~I~w 
information from each participant .was cr~ss c~mpa~~bli~ 
develop a picture of the range of attItudes owa: s d f 
defence counsel and perceptions of how publIC e ence 
counsel relate to court personnel. 

I, 
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Three Burnaby Provincial Court judges and one Vancouver 
judge were interviewed. Two Burnaby judges declined to be 
interviewed. Eight lawyers from the office of the Crown 
counsel were interviewed. One Crown counsel was interviewed 
twice. The experience of Crown counsel interviewed ranged 
from effectively no previous experience in criminal 
prosecutions to 6 years of prosecution experience, and from 
o to 26 years of experience in criminal law (defence and 
prosecution work combined). One Crown, had two years 
previous experience working as a Legal Service Society staff 
lawyer in a small community in the interior of British 
Columbia. 

Four members of the private bar who regularly accepted 
criminal legal aid cases were interviewed. These lawyers 
were chosen on the basis of their relatively high criminal 
caseloads in the Burnaby Court. The public defenders were 
interviewed twice, first at the halfway point of the project 
and again at the end of the project. 

A number of RCMP officers in the Burnaby Detachment 
were interviewed. The sampled group included four 
constables, one corporal and two sergeants. The officers 
ranged in experience from 3 to 24 years with the force. 
Between them they had served in the areas of general duty, 
f r au din v est i gat ion, c rime pre v e n t ion, c ommu nit y rei a t ion s , 
court liason, zone supervision, road supervision and 
support. 

Information about perceptions of the court system in 
general were obtained by asking questions about the ideal 
roles and skills of prosecutors, judges, defence lawyers and 
ad hoc prosecutors. The questions asked about roles were 
general questions attempting to isolate idealized views, not 
actual descriptions of members of the court. 

!~! ~~2g~ ~~!£~2!!£~! £K the Q£~!! ~~!!~~ in Q~~~!~l· 

Judges interviewed identified the "proper 
administration of justice and the proper administration of 
law" as the most important goals of the court system. 

i 
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All judges agreed that the role of the judge was the 
fair evaluation of cases based on the evidence presented in 
court. The skills identified as being necessary for an 
"ideal" judge included patience, wisdom and a thorough 
knowledge of, and interest in, the law. One judge felt that 
the ability to "properly examine witnesses so that the 
testimony is clear" was of special importance. It was also 
felt that background in both prosecution and defence work 
were of great importance when selecting individuals as 
candidates for the bench. The judges generally agreed that 
"justice must not only be done, it must be seen to be done". 
One task of a judge identified by those interviewed, was 
"convincing the people before him that he was doing a proper 
job." To this end, it was generally agreed that a judge 
cannot merely listen to proceedings, he must appear to 
listen to them, must exhibit some evidence of understanding 
the situation, and ought to explain the reasons for the 
outcome of the case. 

The role of the prosecutor, identified by the judges, 
was the proper presentation of evidence before the court. 
One judge noted that Crown counsel should not be concerned 
with convictions, but should be interested Q~!Y in the 
proper presentation of evidence. The skills identified as 
necessary for the ideal Crown counsel included: an 
understanding of the law; ability to s~eak in court; a 
desire to see justice done; and the ability to use proper 
discretion in charging. Several judges felt that Crown 
counsel were occasionally too concerned with "winning" or 
"losing" criminal court cases. One judge noted in 
particular that the only circumstance in which the Crown 
could be considered to have "lost" a case was "if the case 
should not be there in the first place". He further noted 
that the Crown should never champion causes. 

Judges saw the role of public defence counsel and 
judicare counsel as identical. Defence counsel's role was 
identified as the protection of the interests of the 
accused. The skills thought to be necessary included: the 
ability to properly examine witnesses; an interest in the 
job; knowledge of the law; the ability to express one's 
self; and an understanding and compassion for those he 
defends. It was noted that since defence counsel did not 
initiate the court proceedings, counsel should be concerned 
with providing the "best" possible outcome. 

The role of the 
different than that 
prosecution, and no 
defence counsel 

ad hoc prosecutor was thought to be no 
01 a-lull-time Crown when undertaking a 
different than that of a full-time 

when undertaking a defence. Skills 
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necessary for an ideal d h 0 

no different than those ~- -Q£ prosecutor were Identified as 
P f 0 necessary for Crown or defence. 
p~~s~~~~n~x~~ ~Q£ prosecution was felt to be one of the best 
the develog~~~~nc~~ f~~wa defe~ce lawy~r. It facilitated 
perspective, and allowed i~! !~~!~~! ~alnien~nce o~ "proper" 
better communications betwee b IS mfen 0 confIdence and 

n mem ers 0 the court system. 
4.2 

GeneraI-:--------
Crown ----- Counsel -------

the Crown generally agreed that the most im ortant 
Court system was to ensure that 0 to p goal of 

case. Secondary goals included seelonJgUS Ice was done in each 
well d that the public was 
f serve, protecting the rules of 0 

uture anti-social behavior ,S SOcIety and deterring 
rehabilitation should be a . 0 OOtme Crown felt that 
th t th prIorI y, while others believed 

a 0 0 e 0 court's responsibility stopped short of rehabIlItatIon. 

Crown counsel generall 
judge was to determine guilt y ~greed that the role of the 
of the case 0 or Innocence based on the facts 
There w ' fUSI~g legal rules of procedure and evidence. 
th asoso~e eellng among the Crown in Burnaby that, at 

e provIncIal court level 
most accused were clearl uiltcases we~e cut and dry, that 
determining guilt y g y (or Innocent) and that 
The only decision-ma:~~g ~~~OI~:~l~Yta j~bojudges had to do. 
Crown observed that senten i ~ ermlnlng sentence. One 
another felt the penaltO c n~ lIn Burnaby was adequate, 
increased. Ies s ou d, on the whole, be 

Skills and qualities id tOfo d 
judge included: dignity and hen 1 I~ as us~ful f?r an ideal 
brought before him/her' th~nou~o:~t dealIng wIth people 
excellent knowledge of' th la 1 1 Y to handle power; an 
previous criminal court ex e 0 aw and ~egal principles; 
good memory; and the abillO'typetrIebnce (ba~rlster); patience; a 

o e consIstent. 

Most Burnaby Crown n?ted that the Crown should 
exclusively interested In obtaining convictions. not be 
generoallyo agreed that the It was 

1 t prosecutor's role in the re~ Iza Ion of court system goals was to 
eVIdence and facts to the judge regardless o~re~~wnt all 
might affect Crown's c A' they 
as being society's rep~!~~ntat~~~onf~ry role was identified 
~ost Crown acknowledged a d t the court process. 
Innocent, and a duty to b~ing th U y onlot too pr?secute the 

. e gUI ty to JUstIce. 
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Skills and qualities perceived as helpful to Crown in 
performing his/her duties included: being intelligent and 
"streetwise"; being able to think on one's feet; having a 
fair sense of public service; being able to deal with a 
large volume of cases; being well informed of the law; and 
being able to keep personal feelings out of one's work. 

All the responding Crown agreed that the role of the 
defence lawyer was the same, regardless whether the defence 
lawyer was a privately retained lawyer, a judicare lawyer or 
a public defender. Defence's role was identified as 
primarily acting as legal advocate for the client, 
representing his rights and best interests before the court. 
There was not complete agreement on what the best interests 
of the client actually might be. Some Crown lawyers felt 
that using technical grounds to secure an acquittal is not 
the best way to represent the client's interests, especialJy 
when the client is young and impressionable. Two Crown 
counsel interviewed thought defence counsel had a higher 
duty to the court and society's interests than to the 
client's immediate interests, that defence had a duty not to 
take advantage of the Crown and other ~ourt officers.---One 
Crown counsel expressed the belief that defence were often 
"taken in" by their clients. He noted that " ... their 
clients lie to them. Defence have to be prepared to talk 
back to clients and not let the clients B.S. them." 

Skills and qualities identified as necessary for an 
ideal defence counsel included: intelligence; speaking 
ability; knowledge of the law; professionar impartiality; 
and the ability to think on one's feet. 

Half the Crown interviewed felt there were no 
differences between public defenders and judicare lawyers in 
practice. Among those respondents who observed a 
d iff ere n c e, i t wa s not edt hat the "f e e for s e r vic e " me tho d 
of provi0 i ng legal aid could provide the incentive for a 
lawyer to :;:nimize work and maximize profits, an incentive 
not prese:'- for a. salaried lawyer. 

It was observed that increased contact between Crown 
cousel and public defenders had increased the professional 
integrity of lhe lawyers involved. This observation was a 
response to the alleged "cozy relationships" which are said 
to develop between prosecution and public defenders. One 
Crown counsel felt that judicare counsel were able to remain 
more independent than public defenders because judicare 
counsel could choose clients, while public defenders had no 
option in chosing clients. 
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When asked whether the differences had any effect on 
court functioning it was observed that the fee for service 
tariff was too low and that, as long as it stayed at the 
current levels, billings would be submitted for 
representation that did not occur, and the judicare lawyer's 
first concern would not be the client's best interests, but 
the economics of a case. Several judicare counsel believed 
that incorrect bills were submitted for legal aid work; 
bills which inflated services actually delivered. 

Respondents were in 100% agreement that an ad hoc 
prosecutor's role does not differ from that of a full-tIme 
Crown. Further, when a lawyer who served as an ad hoc 
prosecutor served as defence counsel, it was felt his-;r fii~ 
role did not vary from that of any defence counsel. 

Skills necessary for an ideal prosecutor were 
considered appropriate for an ad hoc prosecutor, as were 
skills and qualities for an ideal difince lawyer. 

The responding Crown noted that the role of an ad hoc 
prosecutor, as a prosecutor, did not differ at all f~;m lfii 
role of a full-time Crown lawyer. It was observed, however, 
that some lawyers who did ad hoc work were less efficient 
because they were less famTlia~- with police and other 
members of the court staff. As defence counsel, no 
differences were observed except that there seemed to be 
more trust between" Crown and defence who did ad hoc work. 
This relationship was described as similar to -that- wh,ich 
existed between the Crown and the public defenders. 
Advantages of being an ad hoc included the experience of 
learning more about-- fi;w Crown thinks, thus gaining 
perspective, and the opportunity to improve one's defence 
skills by learning what the prosecution acutally does. The 
responding Crown generally agreed that the best defence 
lawyers engaged in occassional prosecuting. 

4.3 
Generar-:-

There was virtually total agreement between the 
defenders' responses to questions concerning roles, 
qualities and characteristics necessary for an ideal 
an ideal prosecutor, an ideal defence lawyer, 
overall goals of the court systelll. 

public 
sk ill s, 

judge, 
and the 

The overall goals of the court system cited were 
control of society, prevention of retribution at the hands 
of private citizens and the fair and impartial treatment of 
the accused. One lawyer noted that one often mentioned goal 
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of the criminal court process was to provide justice, but 
expressed doubts about the meaningfullness of the notion. 

According to the public defenders, the role of the 
judge was to establish the facts of a case through the use 
of rules of evidence at trial, and provide just outcomes at 
sentencing. An ideal judge should be compassionate and 
exhibit respect for defendent and defence counsel. Further, 
he/she should be intelligent and have a thorough 
underst,uhling of the law. 

One lawyer suggested that judges should "learn to keep 
their egos out of court", should not "read too much into 
personal corrments" and to avoid displays of temper, which 
"imply a loss of control". Another public defender 
suggested that judges be "dignified and able to relate", and 
should exhibit "something of a corrmon touch". 

Crown's role was defined as presenting the facts of the 
case to the court. Necessary prosecutor skills and 
desirable qualities were identified as compassion and 
understanding for those brought before the court, 
intelligence, a thorough knowledge of the law and its 
application, and the ability to "think quickly, on one's 
feet if necessary". Two public defenders noted that Crown 
should "be less aggressive" and have "less desire to win the 
case than defence counsel". One public defender lawyer felt 
that the Crown should not be afraid to use discretion and 
s h 0 u 1 d " not 1 e t the pol ice pus h them a r 0 u n d so mu c h" . I t 
was also suggested that the prosecutor should be most 
corrmitted to seeing that the outcome of the legal process 
was just. 

All public defence counsel agreed that the role of the 
defence, whether public defender, judicare or privately 
retained, was to keep the client out of prison, or to 
provide the very "best" possible outcome for him. The 
required skills and desirable characteristics of the ideal 
defence counsel were identical to those identified for Crown 
with one exception. Aggressiveness and the desire to win 
were considered to be very important characteristics of the 
ideal defence lawyer. One public defender. identified 
"w ill i n g n e sst 0 ass 0 cia t e wit h the c rim ina 1 e 1 erne n t" as 
being helpful, while another observed that "good criminal 
defence lawyers must know how people think, their weaknesses 
and soft spots and must be able to spot deception and 
dishonesty". One public defender felt that some cynicism 
about the criminal justice system was a good quality for a 
defence counsel to possess, and further suggested that 
he/she should be part actor-entertainer. All public 
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defenders agreed that, while not absolutely necessary, 
preparedness and the ability to organize things efficiently 
were traits which made the defence lawyer's job easier. 

The position of the ~~ ~~~ prosecutor was identified 
(by the three public defenders) as being no different from a 
full-time prosecutor when prosecuting, and no different from 
a full-time defence lawyer when acting as defence counsel. 
No special skills or characteristics were identified as 
necessary for an ad hoc Crown. One public defender noted 
that ad hoc Crown were superior to full-time Crown because 
of their--experience as defence lawyers. He also observed 
that ad hoc prosecutors displayed more "healthy cynicism" 
than IulT=time Crown. Another lawyer believed that, because 
of their prosecuting experience, ~~ ~~~ prosecutors were 
"cozier with the Crown" than regular full-time defence 
counsel. 

Members of the private bar who were interviewed did not 
respond significanlty differently from public defenders when 
identifying overall goals of the court system, or the roles 
and necessary skills of various actors within it. 

The general goal of the criminal court system, as 
viewed by the judicare lawyers, was the provision of a just 
decision based on the facts of the case and the law. 

The judge was generally viewed as arbiter, with his/her 
real role being the use of his/her legal knowledge to 
interpret the law according to the facts presented. One 
lawyer suggested that judges were always the subjects of 
manipulation by the defence and Crown. Skills, qualities 
and special characteristics identified as being necessary in 
an ideal judge included compassion, understanding for the 
people who come before them, thorough knowledge of the law 
and it's application and "native intelligence". 

The interviewed judicare lawyers perceived Crown's 
almost exactly as public def~nders did. The lawyers who 
maintained private practices emphasized the importance of 
Crown counsel's role in merely presenting the facts to the 
court, and de-emphasized Crown's role in "directing the 
outcome by aggressive prosections." Useful skills for 
prosecutors were identified as similar to those for any 
lawyer; specifically, thorough knowledge of the law and the 
ability to think quickly under stress. 
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, tified as "getting 

The role of defence counsel wa~ Id:~ting the "least" 
client off" or failing tha~!ll~ in~iuded the a~i~ity !O 

the Ity Necessary sid the ability 0 
possible pe~a . good judgmen~'k an One J'udicare lawyer 
think on one"s feet, and judges thin. Ie officer and 
understand, how Crown 'e as a paro 'th t 

, d his previous experle~c d He maintained .a 
stre~se ience as a prison guar. corners in the 
prevIOUS ~xper hied him "learn to cut" tant." 
this experience e p h' to "see what IS Impor 
court system" and helped 1m , d' are lawyers 

observed by JU IC , 
No differences were f public defenders In the 

b teen the role 0 1 s One lawyer 
interviewed e w d the role of judicare awy~r '"bulk cases 
Burnaby court an es of lawyerS ha~ ~ feeling of 
observed tha~ ~O~ht~y~ork very hard to malnta~nt~at neither 
through" an a, e It was further observe te out of the 
d I , ring a servl C . t k an easy roU own e Ive Id afford to a e 'th one's 
type of lawyer cou " a constant balance WI 

- the mu s t be..· , t s " court, er I' tIs best Interes . 
I'nterests and the c len 1 did occasiona 

, f ivate lawyers, w~o t Skills, 
Perceptions 0 pr b largely amblval en . for 

prosecution work, tend to, e. identified as necessary 
qualities and characteristics 'd ot differ from those 

Crown counsel dl n law ers although the 
good aQ ~Qc Crown and defence t Yll 'Crown counsel 
identified for' 'd agreed tha a the 
judicare lawyers intervI~we in trying to win .the case a.s 
should not be as aggresSiVe 
defence. 

d Crown counsel 
public defender ancrown or defence 

When judges, '~~~~~fY ideal judg~s! ways. Judges 
were asked to I d t respond in similar h Id be t nde 0 ' . t Crown s ou counsel, the~ e t' 1 patient and JUs. b the 

b lmpar la, ~ Defence should e 
should e, h 'ustice; not winning. 'd Crown 
Concerned Wit J for clients. The ideal JU ge, 1 

d ates match an actua aggressive a voc sel might never h ld 
counselor defence fcoudn but the vision of what one s ou 

C or de en er, ' the courtroom 
judge, rown 'f The major actors In 

fairly unl orm. , 
be was" . deal expecta t Ions. 
have SImIlar 1 
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The people interviewed were also asked to comment on 
actual relationships in the court. All persons interviewed 
were asked to comment on the nature of the relationships 
which existed between themselves and other members of 
Burnaby Court and how these relationships affected job 
performance. 

~~! ~~~g~ ~~i~~Q!l~~~· 

The judges were in agreement that the nature of the 
relationships which exist between judges and public 
defenders, judicare lawyers, privately retained defence 
counsel and those who did ad hoc prosecution in Burnaby were 
professional relationships-between officers of the court. 
The relationships were reported to affect the judges' own 
work only in that both judges and defence had functions to 
perform which depended in part on each other. 

The relationships between judges and Crown counsel in 
Burnaby were perceived as not substantially different from 
those which existed between judges and defence counsel. The 
judges agreed that the relationships they had with Crown 
counsel were professional and work-related. The 
relationships between judges and Crown were perceived as 
affecting the discharge of their duties only because the 
functions of each were inter-dependent. The judges further 
reported that they did not usually see Crown counsel outside 
the courtroom. 

Crown counsel were in complete agreement about the 
nature of Crown-judge relationships. Crown counsel 
characterized the Crown-judge relationship as a 
professsional, working relationship that was pleasant and 
amicable. Younger Crown noted that the judges seemed more 
aloof with them than with older Crown. One younger lawyer 
speculated that the aloofness might be a result of an 
age/experience disparity, while two Crown noted that contact 
with judges outside the courtroom was based largely on age 
and law school experience. One younger Crown described the 
judges as "stand-offish", while another characterized them 
as "frank", and added that he felt no qualms "about 
appealing if I feel the decision is wrong in law." l 
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Lawyers from the office of the Crown counsel noted that 
the relationship between Crown and judges affected their 
work largely because they were aware of each judge's 
personality and behavior, and tended to act and react to 
judges with some background knowledge of how they thought. 

It was observed that the absence of a good relationship 
with judges generaly leads to personal frustrations, but 
that Burnaby judges "play the game" and Crown's work in 
Burnaby can be completed without alienation, mistrust, bad 
appearances of justice and broken promises to the accused. 
Several Crown noted that their relationships with the judges 
made their jobs more pleasant. One lawyer noted that 
sometimes his work was easier if he knew whether the judge 
was "Crown-oriented" or "defence-oriented". 

In comparing the relationships which existed between 
themselves and the judges, with those they perceived between 
the judge and other members of the Burnaby court, Crown 
generally agreed that judges related best to Crown counsel, 
having easier access to them and greater trust. Interviewed 
Crown generally thought that the relationships judges had 
with various members of the court were based largely on 
reputations of trustworthiness. 

Several Crown counsel who were interviewed gave some 
indication that they believed judges sometimes abused the 
Crown-judge relationship, by asking them to "perform duties 
no defence lawyer would do". Several members of the Crown 
counsel office observed that Burnaby judges sometimes abused 
the judge-public defender relationship by pressuring public 
defenders to perform tasks at the convenience of the court, 
especially when setting dates for appearances, hearings and 
trials. Crown counsel thought this happened because of the 
judges' familiarity with public defenders, public defenders' 
frequent presence in the courthouse, and the judges' 
perceptions of public defenders as auxiliary court officers, 
much li.ke the Crown. Empirically, however, there were no 
differences in the length of time from first appearance to 
disposition for judicare cases and public defence cases even 
though Crown counsel perceived a shorter time for public 
defender cases. 

In contradiction to other statements, all Crown 
interviewed agreed that their relationships with judges and 
judges' relationships with judicare lawyers and those who 
did occasional prosecution did not differ substantially from 
judge-public defender relationships. The most important 
factors in determining relationships between judges and 
non-public defender defence counsel were perceived to be 
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frequency of appearance in the Burnaby Court, and the 
personalities of the people involved. Several Crown 
believed that the heightened presence of public defenders in 
Burnaby gave them a chance of forming a better relationship 
with the judges than. judicare and ~~ ~2~ Crown, but that 
members. of the prIvate bar appearing in Burnaby were not 
automatIcally precluded from having better or worse 
relationships with the judge than public defenders. 

All Crown identified their relationships with public 
defenders as "working relationships". No Crown felt that 
the reI at ion s hip co u 1 d bed esc rib e d as" co Z y" . Two not e d 
~hat they had no difficulty taking opposing sides of an 
Issue, and suggested that some subtle antagonisms had 
developed as several Crown counsel and public defenders got 
to know each other. Most Crown interviewed noted that they 
dealt with defence counsel as individuals and not as "publi~ 
defenders" or "judicare lawyers". Most Crown interviewed 
~el~ . that the basis of the relationship between any 
IndIVIdual Crown counsel and any public defender depended 
more on the personalitities of the individuals involved 
establishing trust and confidence in each other and less o~ 
the fact that a particular lawyer was or was n~t a public 
defender. One Crown counsel suggested that any lawyers who 
spend as much time in the Burnaby court as the public 
defenders had the same relationship with Crown counsel as 
the public defenders. 

All Crown interviewed agreed that the relationship 
between public defenders and Crown made their jobs easier 
a~d more pleasant since known individuals are easier to deal 
WIth than unknown individuals. Some Crown felt that public 
defenders were more accessible; some felt that they tended 
to prepare a case better and thus made CrownYs work more 
difficult. One lawyer suggested that public defenders 
received more cooperation from Crown than the average 
defence lawyer. One Crown counsel suggested that because of 
the frank, casual relationship he had with the public 
defenders, combined with their knowledge of his and the 
ju~ges' r~putations, the public defenders probably had 
SlIghtly higher numbers of guilty pleas than defence counsel 
who worked in other courts or who travelled between courts. 

All Crown interviewed stated that the relationships 
between themselves and judicare counsel were not 
substantially different than the relationships between 
themselves and the public defenders. Most Crown observed 
that relationships were based primarily on personalities and 
trust, and not on type of defence counsel. It was further 
observed that there was no real difference in how these 
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relationships affected Crowns' work. One Crown felt that 
none of the public defenders and some of the members of the 
private bar were "jerks", and that if an individual 
double-crossed Crown, it tended to increase Crown's 
determination to do a good job, sometimes at the expense of 
the accused. Several Crown, while noting generally good 
relationships with public defence counsel, expressed varying 
personal views of individual public defence counsel. 
Several Crown counsel stated they had poorer personal 
relationships with one public defenders. These Crown felt 
that this particular defence counsel might have faired worse 
in court because of his relationship with other members of 
the court. The public defenders pointed out that, from 
their perspective, problems with Crown centred around 
isolated case related arguments and that there were 
generally no poor interpersonal relationships. Close 
contacts between prosecutor and defence were perceived by 
some Crown to produce negative well as positive consequ
ences. 

The interviewed Crown stated that relationships between 
themselves and lawyers who engaged in ad hoc prosecution 
were identical to relationships between themselves, judicare 
lawyers and public defenders, because the relationships were 
based on personality factors and trust. According to the 
Crown counsel, relationships between Crown and ad hoc Crown 
were dependent on personality factors, frequency-oI-contact, 
trust, and confidence in each other. 

When asked to compare the relationships between Crown 
and public defenders with Crown-judicare and Crown-ad hoc 
prosecutor relationships, all Crown agreed that there--were 
no major differences, but some differences could exist in 
specific cases, depending on how well Crown counsel knew the 
lawyer involved. One Crown counsel observed that he was 
more inclined to be cooperative with judicare lawyers and 
defence who had done ad hoc prosecutions. Another Crown 
noted that who the lawyer-was~-or the type of lawyer he/she 
was did not affect the jobs he/she did, it merely made doing 
the job more or less ~leasant. It was further observed that 
ad hoc prosecutors "adhere strictly to appropriate forms of 
behavior" and "go out of their W(l.y to delineate the two 
roles." One responding Crown noted, since "ad hoc 
prosecutors are chosen by the Crown, (they are) usually 
people whose abilities are respected regardless of the side 
of the case ... we un-choose them if they don!t measure up." 

Responses by Crown Counsel to questions about 
relationships with defence fell into two broad categories. 
Most Crown asserted, as with idealized roles, that they 

treated judicare and public defence counsel identically. At 
the same time all Crown indicated that frequency of contact 
made it possible to build up trust relationships and that 
these trust relationships made their job easier. These two 
categories of responses are somewhat mutually exclusive, 
since public defenders were in court much more frequently 
than any judicare lawyer&, trust relationships could 
develop. 

5.3 ~~~!!~ ~~!~~~~£ ~~£~~2!!Q~~. 

Each public defender was interviewed twice during the 
project to detect changes in perceived relationships. 

Perceptions of relationships between judges and public 
defenders from the first series of interviews indicated that 
public defenders generally felt they enjoyed "good" 
relationships with the judges. Public defence counsel 
perceived that relationships were founded primarily on 
mutual respect and frequency of contact, combined with 
courtroom experience and coffeeroom talk. All public 
defenders agreed that their relationship with the judges 
were similar to Crown's and dissimilar to judicare lawyers 
and those defence lawyers who performed occasional 
prosecutions. The chief difference between public 
defence/judge, and other defence/judge relationships was 
thought to be selective pressuring by judges. The public 
defenders thought that judges perceived them as members of 
the court system who "should be contributing to system 
function, not doing the 'bad' things that private defence 
counsel do" It was felt that judges perceived public 
defenders as present chiefly for the convenience of the 
court. Some judges were reported to act as if the public 
defenders were inter-changeable, expecting one to act in the 
place of another, if the lawyer to whom the case had been 
assigned was unavailable on a day which the judge selected 
for a court appearance. The public defenders indicated that 
such concessions to the court were never expected from 
members of the private bar. 

In the second series of interviews, most views of 
judges/public defenders relationships remained unchanged. 
One public defender felt it was not good for public 
defenders to appear before the same judges all the time, 
since judges ceased to treat them as independent lawyers and 
began treating them as a group. He observed that "even 
judicare lawyers are not treated quite the same." While 
knowing judges better was perceived as an advantage in 
helping to determine how to plead, the belief that judges 
viewed public defenders "as a means of making the system 
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work more smoothly" was felt to be a distinct disadvantage. 
In comparing the public de~ender~judge relat~onsh~p with t~e 
Crown/judge and the judIcare/Judge relatIonshIps, publIC 
defence counsel generally agreed that their relationship to 
judges was similar to the relationship between judges and 
Crown chiefly because of judges' perception of the role of 
the bUblic defender in the administration of the Burnaby 
Provincial Court. 

While judges asserted in interviews 
considered public defence counsel to be 
judicare or private counsel, public defenders 
that judges really considered them "part of 
responsible staff, not independent counsel. 

tha t they 
identical to 

were convinced 
the court" and 

In the first series of interviews, all public defence 
counsel noted that members of the Crown counsel office in 
Burnaby had been warned to remain aloof from the public 
defenders. Each public defender stated that there were no 
sound ties or friendships between themselves and members of 
Crown counsel's office. They observed that their working 
relationships with Crown were characterized by trust which 
largely grew out of professional contacts and courtroom 
experience, not simply friendship. 

Public defenders felt the relationship between 
themselves and Crown differed from judicare relationships 
only because they were more familiar with the idi~syncracies 
of individual Crown and were given the opportunIty to form 
more trusting relationships. Trust was perceived as an 
advantage for defence. One lawye: ~oted, how~v~r, that ~he 
information regarding the personalItIes and IdIosyncraSIes 
of individual Crown was often shared with private and 
judicare defence counsel during the course of waiting for 
proceedings to begin. 

In the second series of interviews, relationships 
between public defenders and Crown counsel were still 
characterized as good by all public defenders. One lawyer 
observed that Crown/public d~fender "coziness" never 
developed, and that Crown never pressured public defence 
counsel to act in any particular way. It was observed that 
relationships with particular Crown had changed, op~ning up, 
so that there was more communication. Public defence 
counsel felt this worked to their advantage, since they had 
the opportunity to communicate more information to. Crown 
about a client's situation and to better negotIate an 
agreeable disposition. 

~~--~-----
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In general, the public defenders did not perceive their 
relationships with the Crown as structurally different from 
those of any other defence counsel who handled as many cases 
in Burnaby. The public defender/Crown relationship was felt 
to be superior to any which could develop with infrequent 
contacts. 

~~! ~~2!~~!~ ~~!~~Q!!£~~. 

Judicare counsel characterized their relationships with 
the judges in the Burnaby Court as "good". The judges were 
characterized as intelligent, lenient and better than the 
majority of judges in Vancouver Provinical Court. They 
agreed the performance expectations of the judges were 
generally more defined in Burnaby. The lawyers agreed that 
the judges were "friendly and prepared for halfway talks", 
but were generally Haloofn and did not encourage 
"coffee-klatsching". 

Two judicare lawyers reported that their relationships 
with judges did not effect their work. One noted that 
Burnaby judges did not encourage "points-making" and 
"preferred to have the lawyer stand up to them". Two 
lawyers interviewed indicated that the high quality of 
judges in Burnaby led them to elect out of Burnaby less 
often, and to take trials there more often. The analysis of 
cases handled by judicare and public defence counsel showed 
that judicare counsel elected out of Burnaby more frequently 
than public defence counsel and that public defender 
client's received fewer jail sentences than judicare 
clients. (see Effectiveness Anal~sis, Report II for a full 
description of actuaT-case-outcome patterns). 

The relationships between Burnaby judges and judicare 
counsel who were interviewed were not perceived as notably 
different from the relationships which existed between 
public defenders and judges in Burnaby. One lawyer did 
mention that a judge could readily identify the accused in a 
public defender-represented case as a legal aid client, 
whereas this was not always possible when a legal aid client 
was represented by a judicare lawyer. It is interesting to 
note that only one lawyer in all the interviews made a 
comment about the automatic identification of legal aid 
clients through the use of public defence counsel. 

The relationship between Burnaby Crown counsel and 
judicare counsel was characterized as a good working 
relationship. Three lawyers volunteered the observation 
that Burnaby Crown counsel were "better" than Crown in 
Vancouver Provincial Court. The size of the Burnaby court 
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was one reason offered for the superiority of Burnaby Crown: 
the court was smaller, the Crown counsel's office was 
proportionately smaller and it was easier to "get to know" 
prosecutors in a small court. It was thought that Crown in 
Burnaby tended to be older and more experienced than those 
in Vancouver, and their tenures in Burnaby were viewed as 
longer than those in Vancouver. The physical layout of the 
office of Crown counsel in the Vancouver Provincial 
courthouse was perceived as a barrier to the development of 
close relationships with Crown, since defence counsel were 
not given free access to Crown offices. In contrast, 
Burnaby defence counsel were allowed "walk-in" access to 
Crown counsel offices. 

Two interviewed judicare lawyers perceived definite 
effects of their relationships with Crown on their work. 
Specific information was easily discussed with Burnaby Crown 
in informal situations such as over coffee, or in the 
hallways of the courthouse. In Vancouver, discussions were 
more formal and restricted in terms of where they occurred. 
It was considered easier to "work things out" and "easier to 
deal" with Burnaby Crown counsel, because they were 
considered more approachable. 

All judicare lawyers interviewed believed they had the 
same relationship with Crown as public defenders. No 
differences were perceived. The lawyers who were 
interviewed were high volume Burnaby legal aid lawyers. One 
lawyer did suggest that judicare lawyers who only 
occasionally handled cases in Burnaby might not have the 
opportunity to develop a close relationship with the Crown 
counsel there. 

Judicare counsel comment centred on points similar to 
those noted by Crown and public defenders. Access to Crown 
and friendly relationships were considered important. 
Frequency of contact was thought to be a major factor 
influencing relationships which developed. 

~~~ ~~!~~2!!~~~ ~f ~~!~~QY ~~Q~~~~~. 
Members of the R.C.M.P. who were interviewed, answered 

questions about the relationships which existed between 
themselves and judges. They felt judges were separated from 
police, and maintained a certain distance from other members 
of the Burnaby Court. R.C.M.P. members observed that the 
distance they perceived between themselves and judges 
contributed to the judges' seeming inability to fully 
comprehend the nature of police work. 
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membe~;C;~.~~e members felt that the relationships between 
office R.C.M.P. and lawyers in the Crown counsel 
o were more relaxed than their relationships with the 
Judges. The relationships between the counsel were th ht R.C.M.P. and Crown 
acti~g as couns~~iors/!~v~~o~~oP:~~~ive with Crown counsel 
partIcularly admission of 0d court procedures, ad' / d 0 eVI ence. Some officers noted th 
o v 1 ~ 0 :. a VIS e ~ ~ s pee t 0 f the i r reI a t ion s hip s g a vet h ern e 
Inpu Into decIsIons about laying of charges. no 

The relationships between the Burnaby defen~e counsel from the Burnaby Legal Aid ~f~i~~P. and 
descrIbed as professional no different were 
relationshi 0th' from their 
private) wl~hw~ne :n~ ot~er defence counsel (judicare or 
that, be~ause PUbliCxd:~!~~~· The m~mbers in~erviewed noted 
often th f counse were In court more 
with ~ost ~ dorequency of ~ourtroom contact was greater than 

o JU lcare and prIvate defence law 
publIC defenders seemed "more approachable". yers, and the 

Members of the R.C:M.P., as the other major actors in 
thle Burnaby court descrIbed "relationship" 0 terms of 
c oseness. They were closest to C In contacts with C T rown counsel, having most 

. rown. hey found public defenders "more 
approachab Ie" . Fami liar i ty seemed to approachability. lead to perceived 

b t
All persons interviewed were asked to . a ou th t provIde details 

with ot~ena ~re alnd f:equency of extra-courtroom contacts 
rs Invo ved In the Burnaby Provi 0 I C 

were asked to describe how contact nCIa ourt. They 
where contact usually took place. began, developed, and 

~~! ~~~g~ ~~!~~2!!~~~ ~f ~!!!~=~~~!!!~~~ Contacts. --------

The responding judges noted that contact with Crown was 
generally limited to t although 0 0 I con act in the courtroom °t If cc~sIona contact did occur outside th 1 se , 
Contact outsIde the courtroom was limit d e courtroom. 
"plea~antries" in the courthouse hallwa :nd to exchanging 
occasIonal discussions of legal non-ca~es sp l~nf~hroom, and 
The judges t d . ' eCliC issues. 

th nooe that theIr physical location in B b 
cour ouse was Isolatated and discouraged contact. urna y 
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Contact, as reported by the judges, between judges and 
defence lawyers, including public defenders, judicare, 
privately retained lawyers, and thos~ .who did ~~ ~~~ 
prosecution work was almost compietely lImIted to contact In 
the courtroom itself. Contact outside the courtroom was 
limited to exchanging greetings in the hallways and lunch 
room. 

6.2 Crown Counsel of 
Contacts. 

All but three Burnaby Crown counsel reported contacts 
with the jud~es outside the courtroom itself. Most contacts 

o ." d h t were described as "exchanging pleasantrIes an s or 
conversations on non-case specific legal issues. These 
observations coincided with judges' observations, as noted 
in Section 6.1. Other contacts between judges and Crown 
included court specific social occasions such as Christmas 
Parties weddings and Law Society functions. With one 

" . d exception no other social contact occurred between JU ges 
and Crow~ counsel. One Crown counsel reported social 
contacts with a Burnaby Provincial Court judge, once to 
twice a month. 

Older Crown seemed to have higher frequency of contact 
with the judges; younger Crown had fewest contacts. The 
"newest" Crown counsel reported no contact with judges 
outside the courtroom itself. As would be expected Crown 
counsel who served as administrator had more contacts with 
the judges than any other Crown; the contacts primarily 
involved procedural and organizational matters, and were not 
case specific. One younger Crown counsel observed that, 
where social contacts between judges and lawyers in the 
Crown counsel office occurred, they usually developed from 
mutual law school experience. 

Contact usually took place in the courthouse hallways, 
coffee shop and lunch-room, with the exception of Law 
Society functions. Administrative contacts with judges took 
p I ace i n j u d g e s ' c h amb e r s . Re s po n din g Crown g e n era 11 y 
agreed that contacts had developed from courtroom and 
courthouse interactions and similarities in age and 
experience. 

One Crown counsel noted that the physical organization 
of the Provincial Court in Burnaby did not encourage casual 
extra courtroom contact with the judges. The Burnaby judges 
also made this observation. As noted, the physical 
organization of the court in Burnaby did appear to affect 
contacts which occurred between judges and other members of 
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the Court. 

The judges' chambers were physically separated from 
offices occupied by Crown counsel and from the area where 
lawyers and clients waited for proceedings to begin. Judges 
also had access to the courtrooms themselves from their 
c h amb e r s • Th e I 0 cat ion - 0 f j u d g e s ' c h amb e r sin Bur nab y 
reduced the frequency of judges entering other parts of the 
Court building. 

The physical isolation of the judges' chambers 
prohibited other members of the court from casually 
interacting with the judges. One Crown counsel observed 
that the isolation of the judges' chambers heightened the 
separation of the judges and encouraged them to socialize 
among themselves and not with Crown. The presence of the 
judges' secretaries at the entrance of the passage to 
chambers further served as a means of screening individuals 
and discouraging casual passage through the area. 

The implication of the observations of this Crown 
counsel were interesting. He said they had few contacts 
with. judges but believed they would have more if the 
physIcal layout of the court was different. Most comments 
made by Crown counsel assumed that more social, 
non-professional contacts were the norm and that the 
physical structure of th~court kept them from the frequency 
of contacts experienced it otheT courts. It was not assumed 
by Crown that judges and Crown should remain separate and 
not have social contacts. 

Two of. the six.Crown counsel interviewed said they had 
~o contact wIth publIC e-efence counsel outside the courtroom 
I~self,. excluding Law Society acti~trities, seminars and case 
dIScussIons. The other CroWn noted that their contacts wi4h 
the pu~lic defe~ders outside the courtroom proper includ~d 
Law.Society fu~ctions, occasional meetings between the two 
offIces, occasIonal lunches, and havipg coffee together. 

9ne Crown counsel interviewed noted that he had played 
:acketball roughly a couple times with one public defenders 
In 1980 .. He further noted that~they had dinner together on 
?ne.occasion and road to worlvtogether several times. He 
IndIcated that his position as Crown counsel had not been 
comp:omised by social cont~cts. He further pointed out that 
despIte occasional lunches and racketball games, he had 
n eve r be e n tot he h om~ ~Q f any pub I i c de f end e r s ,or vis a 
versa. F?f ~hi~ Crown counsel visiting someones home was 
the act WhICh IndIcated that a friendly relationship had 
developed. 
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During the course of the evaluation study members of 
the Burnaby Crown counsel office and public defence counsel 
were occasionally observed having lunch together. These 
occasions were infrequent and appeared to occur 
spontaneously (being at the lunchroom at the same time). No 
case specific discussions appeared to take place on the 
occasions when prosecutors and public defenders were 
observed together at lunch. Crown counsel were never 
observed in the Burnaby public defender office itself. 

With few exceptions contacts developed out of 
courtroom/case related interactions. The exceptions 
included instances where the lawyers were acquainted before 
the Burnaby Criminal Defence Office was established. In 
most instances contact was recent, starting when the 
experimental office was opened. 

Half the Crown counsel interviewed said they had 
contacts outside the courtroom with judicare lawyers. The 
nature of the contact was described as social, arising from 
the work situation, Law Society functions, and contact 
arising from law school experience. Contact usually occured 
outside the courthouse, after work hours. Crown counsel who 
reported having the most extra-courtroom contact with a 
public defender lawyer described his contact with judicare 
lawyers as "minimal" and said that the contact was "no more 
or no less than that which he had with public defenders". 

6 . 3 Pub Ii c Defender of Extra-Courtroom 
ContacTS" . ---------------

Public defence counsel reported minimal extra-courtroom 
contact with Burnaby Provincial Court judges. Virtually all 
contacts took place within the courthouse, with the 
exception of Bar functions. Contacts were generally 
described as cordial, and were characterized as "exchanges 
of pleasantries in hallways, or while waiting for court". 
One public defender noted that "in Burnaby, the judges don't 
mingle ll

• This observation coincided with Crown counsel1s 
characterization of the judges as being lIaloofll. 

Public defender assessments of the nature and frequency 
of extra-courtroom contacts with lawyers from the Crown 
counsel office did not differ substantially from those 
provided by the interviewed Crown. The public defenders 
noted that Crown had received instructions to remain aloof 
from public defence counsel at the outset of the Burnaby 
Criminal Defence Project. Extra-courtroom contacts with 
Crown were reported to occur in the courthouse waiting for 
court to commence, over lunch, at coffee, or at meetings 
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held between the two offices. One public defence lawyer 
observed that he had played racketball twice with one Crown 
counsel. 

.A comparison of responses about frequency and nature of 
publIC defender/Crown contacts obtained in the first 
interview did not differ materially from responses to the 
same questions obtained in the second interview. 
Extra-courtroom contacts between public defence lawyers and 
the Crown counsel did not appear to increase during the 
course of the evaluation. 

As noted in Section 5.3, public defence counsel were 
occasionally observed having lunch with lawyers from the 
Crown counsel office. In those instances no case-related 
discussions were observed to take place.' Crown counsel 
lawyers were never seen in the Burnaby legal aid office nor 
we:e the public defender~ ever perceived by Crown as o~erly 
friendly. The separatIon between defence and prosecution 
was not lost by the public defenders. Winning an important 
~ase was ~ften a cause for celebration and congratulations 
In the Public Defender Office. Public defence counsel did 
not seem to lose sight of their roles as advocate or lose 
their desire to win their cases. ' 

Crown, judges and public defence counsel did however, 
engage in some formal socializing which showed their 
perceived job-related dependence. While no one mentioned it 
in interviews, public defenders did attend some Burnaby 
Court social activities, parties and picnics. One defence 
counsel, after he asserted that he had no social contact 
with Crown or judges mentioned playing softball with the 
judg~s and Crown at a picnic. In some formal-social ways, 
publIC defence counsel were considered part of Burnaby 
Provincial Court. 

6.4 
g~~!~~I~· 

Judicare Counsel of Extra-courtroom 

Three judicare lawyers interviewed indicated they had 
no contact with judges in Burnaby Pro~incial Court outside 
the courtroom itself. The lawyer who reported having 
extra-courtroom contacts described them as IIhallway small 
talkll and indicated that contact took place only in the 
courthouse. 

Three lawyers interviewed reported they had no 
extra-courtroom, non-case specific contact with any Burnaby 
Crown counsel. A fourth judicare lawyer reported he 
occasionally had coffee with some Crown, and that contact 
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developed out of interaction in court. No judicare lawyerS 
reported "after hours" contact with Burnaby Crown counsel. 

The judicare lawyerS interviewed were high volume legal 
aid lawyers. Their lack of contact with Crown or judges 
reinforced the perception that, while publiC defence counsel 
and Crown made efforts to stay professionally apart, the 
frequency of contact and opportunities to engage in small 
social interactions did produce a relationship between Crown 
and public defenders which was qualitatively different from 
the relationship between Crown and judicare counsel. 

6.5 R.C.M.P. 
Contacts between R.C.M.P. members and Burnaby judges 

were limited to courtroom contact. No social contact took 
place between judges and police. R.C.M.P. offices were 
located on a lower level of the Burnaby justice buildings 
than the courtrooms and courthouse offices. Members of the 
force and judges rarely, if ever, had casual contact in the 

--- --------

courthouse. 
Contacts outside the courtroom proper between Crown and 

Burnaby R.C.M.P. officers seemed to be limited to contacts 
in the office of the Crown. The nature of contacts was 
reported to be strictly work-related, limited to seeking 
advice from the Crown about particular cases. One constable 
noted there were some limited formal social contacts between 
R.C.M.P. and members of Crown staff. Social contacts 
included the policeman's Ball. 

R.C.M.P. members who were interviewed agreed that 
contact between themselves and public defence counsel was 
limited to courtroom contact. Contact with judicare counsel 
was alsO limited to the courtroom. 

of Pub 1 i c ------

-------- --- --------

Judges, Crown counsel, public defenders, judicare 
lawyerS and selected members of the R.M.C.P. in Burnaby were 
asked to identify advantages and disadvantages of having the 
public defence counsel and judicare counsel in Burnaby. 
People were also asked questions about conflict between 
members of the Provincial Court, nature and sources of the 
conflict, the extent to which the conflict affected court 
functioning, and the seriousness of the conflict. 
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~~'!:£~Q!l.£~~ of and 

Two judges in Burnab b l' sev~r~l" advantages. Ad~ e Ieved.the public defenders had 
faCIlItIes with other 1 antages Included: sharing l'b 
hand for consultation. ~:1~rs; ha~ing other lawyers cl~s:a~i 
Court, saving travel t'. g phYSIcally close to th B cr im' 1 Ime and money· h . e urnaby 

. I~a office; and havi ,avln~ a specialized 
tIme. I~ the Burnaby Court t ng the ~p~o:tunlty to spend mor 
speCIfIC Crown and judges: hus facliltlating learning abou; 

. Two Burnaby judges beli ~~r~~~yPU~~~C defender'S posr~r~n t7~r;h:e~e no disadvantages 
disadvantages.on~neva~~ou~er judge believ~~n~~~r;o~:t. One 
~~!I-knOwn to jUdg~~a v:~~agec given was becomi~: s~~~ 

Iosyncrasies were learne r~wn. Defence counsels' 
i~nco~ver judge also thoughtdth~i J~dge .and Crown. The 
def:~de:~ a~ ~£~ Crown counsel n~asha~jng the opportunity 

mIssed a "patent lea . . problem. Public rnlng experIence". 

d' No judges interviewed b Isadvantages for judicare and o se:ved either advantages or 
Ibawyers in the Burnaby Cou ptrlvately. retained defence 
o served any c fl' r. No )udg . jud . on ICtS between C es Interviewed 
is ges In the Burnaby Court 0 ro~n, defence counselor 

happy here; everyone get; al~e trudge noted that "eve~yone ng • 

. 1..!.~ Crown 
~!~~~~~~!~g~~:---

of and 

All Crown counsel . B ~~j~~ela~ad dtistinct adVa~~ag~~n~~Yt~:I~ thabt public defence 
van ages were h . urna y Court Th ~~~Ii~.defenders easier a~c~~~c~~ pro~imity, which ~llowe~ 

r ISCUSSIon of cases peop e who need to be s 
to become more famili ,.etc.) and allowed public d f de en 
Crown thought that fa~~I~~;7toth~r officers of thee ~~u~~s 
personal likes and d" l' Y WIth prosecutors' and jud ; 

W

adhvantage of being abl~St~k:~OI'dgave public defenders g~~e 
o were pers 11" contact with th beh . ona y lncompatibl ose persons 

aVIor to suit Crown or' e, or adjusting their 

gth~t defence counsel must "a~~d~es. One ?rown counsel noted 
oing to perform to In a certaIn way if the ~~~!~~r C~own counsel t~~te~es~ha~dv~ntage of the cljen~~~ 

and co;; In the Burnaby Court "es e!;CreaS~d access and 
informat;:nroom •• :allows public defe~der:I!~ In. the hallways 

they can di~cu!~ ~~~;e:!~e~n~~u~~~:~.With the ~~~~ceu;o ~~:; 

------------~ 
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. . d three man office gave 
Being part of a specIal~zee of being able to keep a 

public defence counsel the adva~ ~g as several Crown counsel 
close'account of rel~vantb~as~O ~o~l resources and consul~ 
noted, as well as b~Ing a ': .lized lawyers. Two Crown note 
freely with other like-specia blic defenders was the 
that the big advantage for ~he pU tice " One Crown counsel 

. ture of theIr prac· er for "group-lIke na " 't have someone cov 
noted that judicare counsel tC~~ d up" largely because they 
them in court, if they ge tI: staff members such as 
cannot afford to employ ex ~ounsel observed that "the 
paralegals. Another dc~o~~e work (allows the lawyers) fto 

roup-like approach to e e can have one cover ~r 
gh'ft files runong them ... they the three publlc s 1 1 clearly saw ..' 
another". Crown counse interchangeable or practIcIng In 
defence counsel as somewhat t . the public defenders as 

. They did no VIew 
a joint fashIon. . on-interchangeable cases. 
independent counsel wIth n 

Crown counsel included 
Other advantages reporte~ by. blic defender 

t constraInts SInce pu .. d with 
freedom from mone ary about overhead assOcIate . 
lawTers did not have to worry from client opinion. Two 
pri~ate law o~fices~ and fr~e~o~hat legal aid clients tended 
of the Crown IntervIewed no.e b than public defenders 
to "be more leery of the prI!ate a~ d in keeping the client 
since public defenders a~e I~t:~es e th of defence work". 
out of jail a~d not.in dO~ngma~ch w~:rceptions of client~. 
This perceptIon dId no ased with judicare and publ~C 
Clients were equally well ple f rther believed that publ~c 
defence counsel .. It was i~ferent expectations o~ theIr 
defence counsel clIents had? t clients had of theIrs, and 
law ers than juidcare and prIv~ e ut less pressure on 
tha~ public defence c~unsel t~~~~~;swa~s or obtain particular 
their lawyers to act I~ par h t ublic defence counsel w~s 
outcomes. The perc~p~I~n tap t held by any of the publIC 
immune to client crItIcIsm was no 
defenders. 

. . one Crown counsel 
From an organizatIonal perspectI~~~re reliable than the 

noted that public defenders .were a 11 Crown counsel 
. . bligations. vera, . 'd 1 

private bar" In keepIng 0 1 w ers for their indivi ua 
praised the publ~c de~e~d~:nt ~sYdefence counsel. 
excellence, abilitIes an a 

of approval, several 
Even with these broad sta!~~~~~~ conflicts. Individual 

Crown counsel remarked ab~ut.P ish between "public defen~e 
Crown counsel seemed to difstinguounsel and individual publIC 

1 11 as a type of de ence c counse 
defenders. 
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One Crown counsel interviewed noted that from his 
perspective the only advantage of public defenders over 
judicare lawyers was that the public defenders provided a 
continuity of duty counsel "superior to that provided by a 
judicare lawyer who had been referred to the duty counsel 
activities for one month". 

Crown counsel identified two major disadvantages of the 
public defender's in Burnaby. Public defence counsel were 
present so frequently in Burnaby that personality 
differences became more obvious leading to personality 
clashes. Several Crown counsel suggested that personality 
conflicts existed between some Burnaby judges and some 
public defenders, and that there was a greater "likelihood 
of retribution by court members if the disliked defenders 
acted out of line". 

The second major disadvantage perceived by Crown 
involved pressures placed on public defenders by officers of 
the Burnaby Court. Several Crown counsel felt that some 
judges expected more of Burnaby public defenders than they 
did of other defence counsel largely because of the 
increased physical presence of public defence counsel in 
court. It was felt that the Court took advantage of the 
public defender's position by overbooking and overworking 
the them, with the possible result of a decline in the 
quality of the defence services provided. 

Crown counsel observed that judges had the "expectation 
that pubIc defenders are constant, continuous duty counsel", 
that public defenders "lose individual status in the same 
way as Crown", and "that the court treats them as 
interchangeable elements of a group". 

The advantages of public defenders over judicare 
lawyers as cited by Crown counsel, and noted above, when 
accepted in light of these perceived disadvantages suggest 
that judges were not the only members of the Burnaby court 
who expected continuous duty counsel and "lawyer 
inter-changabi 1 i ty" from publ ic defender lawyers. Some 
Crown perceived public defenders as a group, and expected 
them to contribute to the smooth functioning of the court by 
having other public defence counsel step in for them or by 
shifting files amongst themselves to satisfy court 
obligations. It is important to note that at no time did 
any Crown counsel suggest that members of private firms 
should shift files (cases) amongst themselves, nor did they 
ever observe judges pressuring private members of the bar to 
do so. It is especially interesting to consider that the 
same Crown counsel who noted the disadvatage of public 
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defenders losing individual status and being treated as 
interchangable elements, felt that advantages of a public 
defence office included the group-like nature of the 
practices, the interchangability of lawyers and the facility 
of shifting files from one lawyer to the other within the 
office. Another interesting point is that no judge 
interviewed reported that they treated the public defender 
lawyers differently or had different expectations of them 
than of private members of the bar. 

Overall, while Crown perceived that judges pressured 
public defenders to contribute to the stable functioning of 
the court, there seemed to be an underlying attitude among 
Crown counsel that if they must make sacrifices to overall 
court interests, public defenders ought to as well. Crown 
identified with the way they perceived judges treating 
public defenders, and with the group-like aspects of public 
defence practice. Despite claims to the contrary, some 
Crown appeared to perceive public defenders as having a 
special duty to the court organization, a duty not expected 
of private members of the bar. 

Additional disadvantages to public defence lawyers in 
Burnaby observed by Crown included: large caseloads; a lack 
of "expensive clients"; the "fishbowl" aspect of the 
project; together with a tendency towards cynicism and the 
"personality changing aspects of full-time criminal law". 
One Crown counsel, who had previous experience as a staff 
lawyer for the Legal Services Society, noted that "public 
defenders have a tendency to burn out" and that "this was 
true of Legal Aid staff lawyers as well". One Crown 
counsel, suggested that clients who can pay (~~! Legal Aid 
clients) may get better defence from the private bar. 

Two members of the Office of the Crown counsel felt 
there were no advantages associated with judicare counsel in 
the Burnaby Court. Other Crown interviewed felt that 
judicare lawyers had the advantage of being relatively free 
f rom pres sure that mi ght b.e pu t on them by judges and Crown, 
and that judges did not have the same expectation of 
judicare lawyers as public defenders. It was felt that 
judicare lawyers could remain remote and avoid personality 
conflicts between themselves and other members of the court. 

One 
"weren't 
judicare 
further 
Burnaby. 
wealthy, 

Crown counsel suggested that if public defenders 
liked, or were creating havoc in the court, 
lawyers would probably be welcomed". It was 

noted, however, that this was not the case in 
One Crown counsel suggested that "if a client is 

he can spend lots of money on a case" and that this 
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would be a great advantage to a private lawyer. He further 
suggested that "more senior members of the private bar get 
more respect from judges and Crown counsel than do public 
defender", and that senior members who had good reputations 
were more believable than Crown or public defenders. 
However, other Crown noted that seniority and a good 
reputation did not give members of the private bar court 
system advantages or advantages over the court staff. 
Analysis of the outcomes of cases handled by judicare and 
public defence counsel found that public defence counsel 
clients generally received fewer jail sentences (See Report 
II, ~!!~~!!~~~~~~ ~~~ly~l~) than judicare clients. 

Disadvantages of judicare counsel in Burnaby were 
identified by Crown as primarily opposite to the advantages 
of the public defenders. Not knowing the idiosyncrasies of 
judges and Crown was seen as a disadvantage. Behaviour 
could not be adjusted. Not having a close working 
relationship with Crown was also observed to be a 
disadvantage. Not being physically near the Burnaby Court 
or having a working knowledge of the physical layout of the 
courthouse were also thought to be disadvantages. One Crown 
saw general problems with judicare in British Columbia. He 
thought that "a person in private practice can't afford to 
do criminal defence work for what legal aid pays". Crown 
also saw private counsel as disruptors of smooth court 
functioning "asking for adjournments just for the sake of 
adjourning". In actuality, the adjournment patterns for 
judicare and public defence counsel were similar. The 
perception was that they were different. 

Questions about the nature and effects of conflict 
between members of the Burnaby Court drew varied responses 
from Crown counsel. Two Crown stated no conflict had 
existed. Two perceived conflicts and saw the source of 
these conflicts in judges expectations and perceptions of 
the public defenders' roles. They thought judges pressured 
the public defenders to organize themselves and their cases 
at the convenience of the court. One Crown who did not 
observe differential treatment on the part of judges, noted 
t hat the j u d g e s " h a verno r ere s p e c t for them ( pub I i c 
defenders) and the P.D's are allowed to joke just because 
they know the judges better". 

Two Crown counsel felt that R.C.M.P. constables and the 
jailors (sheriffs) in some instances, may have slowed the 
public defenders' efforts to get people in custody to court 
quickly by refusing to comply with requests of the lawyers. 
Finally, one Crown felt the major source of conflict in the 
Burnaby Court was the public defenders themselves. This 
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Crown counsel thought that public defenders should be more 
readily available for trial, since they specialize in 
criminal work. It was felt that public defenders play too 
many "time games!! with the Crown and judges. 

The perceptions of conflicts ranged widely. Some Crown 
thought the judges pressured public defenders, while others 
thought public defenders were uncooperative because they 
knew the "system ll and the players. One Crown counsel 
perceived no conflicts. When conflicts were perceived they 
were seen as having no serious effect on the functioning of 
the court and no serious effect on case outcome. 

7.3 Public 
Ql~~~~~~!~g~~:--

Defender of and 

The public defenders were in general agreement about 
the advantages of their position over judicare lawyers. 
Public defenders were interviewed twice. Similar advantages 
were identified in both interviews. Public defence counsel 
saw increased contact with other members of the Burnaby 
Provincial court (Crown, judges) as advantageous. Contacts 
enabled the public defenders to learn which behaviors were 
acceptable by which judges and to negotiate better outcomes 
for their clients with Crown counsel. 

Most advantages perceived by public defence counsel 
centred around favourable opportunities for contacts with 
members of the court, opportunities which came from their 
frequent presence in the Burnaby court. Public defence 
counsel had the opportunity to learn the idiosyncrasies of 
va:ious judges in Burnaby and so "avoid making arguments 
WhiCh would be considered spurious in front of them". 

Familiarity with Crown counsel and Crown tactics was 
thought to be a great advantage. As one public defender 
noted, "private counsel don't know enough to go to the 
prosecutor for talks about specific cases -- they don't know 
who to go to". He further noted that "public defence 
counsel have more face to face communications with Crown 
about clients than judicare lawyers" and that public defence 
counsel .can spend more time "harassing the Crown, nagging 
and nagging to have charges dropped, etc." Another public 
defender noted that public defenders had a "greater 
opportunity to negotiate an agreeable dispostion !!with Crown 
~h~n judic~re .counsel, but acknowledged that "this may be 
Idlosync:atic SInce many private counsel are able to get the 
same thIng f~ clients through last minute negotiations of 
dispositions". 
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The "last minute" disposition negotiation occured when 
a disposition was negotiated immediately before trial 
usually in the hallway in the courthouse. Very often, Crown 
counsel negotiated more readi ly when wi tnesses did not show 
up for the trial - a situation which many defence Counsel 
anticipated when setting a trial date. If all Crown 
witnesses appeared, and Crown's case seemed secure, both 
judicare and private counsel indicated that the defence 
tactic was to plead guilty. If witnesses did not show up, 
both judicare and public defence counsel indicated that 
Crown most frequently stayed charges. 

Report II, Effectiveness Analysis, described the 
empirical relationshlp-between-dlscllsslons- with Crown and 
case outcomes. Based on case reports public defence counsel 
entered into discussions with Crown more frequently than 
judicare counsel. The discussions more frequently ended 
with an agreement, and more frequently resulted in 
non-incarceration sentences. One public defender noted that 
public defenders had, on the whole, greater access to Crown, 
but qualified this with the observation that this access was 
"not greater than that of any legal aid staff counsel". 

Increased contact with members of the Burnaby Court was 
viewed as beneficial as long as each party remained 
trustworthy. One public defender observed that if trust 
between public defenders and Crown or judges was upheld, 
counsel was invested with greater credibility. He further 
noted that trust could only develop if personalities were 
compatible and if frequent professional contacts occurred. 

Other advantages cited by public defenders included 
factors specific to the organizetion of the Burnaby Legal 
Aid Office and factors which focused on increased contact 
between pUblic defenders, judges and Crown in Burnaby 
Provincial Court. One lawyer felt the opportunity to refer 
cases to the private bar when caseloads were perceived as 
too high, provided a "safety valve which saved public 
defence counsel in Burnaby from selling out - there was no 
need to compromise clients because of time constraints". 
Another lawyer noted the pressure of practising criminal law 
was reduced because there were neither administration nor 
office management worries within the Legal Aid Office. One 
lawyer observed that one advantage of the Burnaby Public 
Defence Office was the quality of the defence work provided. 
He further added that "the public defender system is only as 
good as the people hired" and observed that the biggest 
drawback to the public defender mode of delivering legal aid 
was that one "can't trust government to consistently hire 
competent counsel". i 
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Public defence counsel perceived they had 
contact with the R.C.M.P. and this contact allowed 
opportunity for "talking about the case with the 
R.C.M.P. members, however, did not perceive any 
contact. 

increased 
increased 
R.C.M.P" . 
increased 

Spending more time in court was also thought to provide 
a better knowledge of court schedules, which could be used 
tactically to delay cases. 

Public defenders were all concerned with "burn-out", 
with the clients and with the frequency of contact with 

, 1 ' t . judges and Crown. Confirming Crown coun~e s percep Ions 
about excessive pressure put on the publIC defenders to 
satisfy court system needs, the public defe~ders were 
unanimous in identifying judicial pressure as a d~sadvantage 
to their position in the Burnaby court. One publIC de~ender 
felt it was not good to be before the same Judges 
continuously especially when fixing dates for court 
appearances.' He observed that "judges don'~ !reat public 
defenders as independent lawyers - - even JudI~are lawyers 
are not t rea ted qui t e the same". An 0 the r pub 1 1 c de fen d e r 
observed that "judges see public defenders as the means to 
make the system work more smoothly" - - a percept~on whi~h 
was similar to that held by Crown. The thIrd publ~c 
defender was more specific. He observed that publ~c 
defenders were subject to greater demands on theIr 
availability and their time in general. Public defenders 
were "encou;aged to pursue matters in which the court is 
interested". He further observed that judges re~ognized 
demands on the private bar, and so were more lIkely to 
accommodate the private bar. 

Increased frequency of contact with Crown counsel and 
judges was also perceived as disadvantageous. According to 
one public defender; "public defenders have to be more 
careful not to do things to irritate Crown." Private 
counsel must also not irritate Crown, but the results are 
not as severe (if he doe~ irritate the Crown) because the 
number of Crown counsel and the number of contacts between 
Crown and private lawyer limit what Crown can do in ret~rn. 
It was further felt that public defenders suffered a deCIded 
loss in bargaining power through ~amili~rity with ~h~ other 
actors in the trial process, especIally In opportunItIes for 
bluffing. One lawyer noted that the ~ublic defender's 
position, as perceived the Crown and Judge3, may. be 
detrimental to the client, and that "because of preVIOUS 
spurious arguments, the public defenders may lose 
believability for the next client u • The a~tual pattern of 
discussions with Crown and client outcomes dId not support 
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the fears of pub~ic defence counsel. They bargained more 
frequently and wIth better results than judicare counsel. 

All three lawyers agreed that by the time the project 
ended they were "burned out". One lawyer identified the 
cause of his "burn out" as the constant volume of work with 
no let up, combined with few elections out of the Burnaby 
Cour!. He noted the boredom of. a situation, where the 
routIne never changed, always appearing before the same 
judges opposing the same Crown counsel. Another defender 
observed that burn out was accelerated by "the assembly-line 
nature of public defence practice, by cases that were too 
sho:t" in duration and by the heavy workload created by 
haVIng to do duty counsel plus casework. The third lawyer 
noted that burn .out occurred in other types of legal aid 
st~ff positions. He considered that "the lack of paying 
clIen~s to balance perspective and supply appreciation" 
contrIbuted to burn out. 

Public defence lawyers observed several dangers of a 
public d~fender system. One public defender thought that 
the publIC defender mode of delivering legal aid can only be 
"as good as the lawyers who are hired". He observed that 
because of the volume of cases handled an incompetent 
public ~efender would do more damage than th~ same lawyer in 
the prIvate sector. Another public defender thou~ht that 
i~dividuals hired for the Burnaby public defender bproject 
~I~ .not have trouble "standing up to Crown", but that if 
~Ivil-servant !ype~" were hired as public defenders, they 

mIght be "more InclIned to do Crown's bidding". 

The ma~o: ad~antages and disadvantages of the judicare 
lawyers' POSItIon In the Burnaby court, identified by the 
Burna~y public defender laWyers, were generally the 
Oppo~Ites o~ the advantages and disadvantages observed for 
publIC defenders. The public defenders identified 
independence, being able to control case flow, being free 
from pressure from the judges to act particular ways being 
able to accept paying clients, being able to "get out'of the 
Burnaby Court occaSionally", and having idiosycrasies less 
well known by Crown and judges as major advantages of 
judic~re lawyers. One lawyer felt that these advantages 
outweIghed the advantages of the public defender mode of 
delivering legal aid. 

Public .d~fence counsel saw disadvantages in judicare 
lawyers' POSItIons. They perceived difficulties maintaining 
an office, doing office management and administrative tasks. 
They also thought judicare counsel's lack of familiarity 
with the judges and their sentencing practices, as well as i 
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1 k of familiarity with Crown, sheriffs and other 
~~~~~a~n t~~ Burnaby Provincial Court lead to problems. 

, reported by public defenders 
The only conflicts , 11 C own 

themselves and judges, and very occaslona y, r 
involved The chief conflict centred around the 
counsel lawyers. I' defenders by jud~es to perform 
pressure put on th~ilu~flihe court. The public defenders 
services for the bene t be "full-time" continuous duty 
indicated that pressure 0 f the Burnaby court. Crown 
counsel came !rom all sect~rslo ks did not hesitate to bring 
counsel, sheriffs and,cour c_:rman of them not qualified 
people in need o! asslstan~e an ofYthe public defenders who 
for legal ser!lces 0 y "Resident duty counsel" 
happened to be In the c~urth~~~~'defenders to describe their 
was the term used by t e pu ff seemed to have. One 
view of the ~erception m~~ttc~~~tw~~~ invol;ed in giving "on 
defender pOinted ?ut" a ok more time to complete 
the spot legal servI~e oft~n to t All lawyers agreed that 
than ~heir ?wn buslndeshs ~ w~~u~o~sidered to be an already 
it seriously Increase w a 

'heavy workload. 

defence counsel reported minor conflicts with 
Public C flicts were generally caused 

individual Crown ~ounsel. ?~h or both sides about some 
by misunderstandings, o~ el er or by personality 
bargaining or ne~otlatlon tp~o~:~:'were considered serious 
clashes. No conflicts repor ~ , 
enough to disrupt court functioning. 

7 4 Judicare 
Disadv~ntages~-----
---------- --

PerceQ!l.Q!!'~ -----
of Advantages ------- --

and 

1 interviewed were in agreement 
Most judicare ~~~~~~antages of the public ,de!ende~s 

qbout advantages,an? Court. There were some varlatlo~s, In 
in Burnaby ProvIncial d d'sadvantages of the position 
erceived minor advantages an I 

~f the public defenders in Burnaby. 

b 'dicare counsel of public 
The major advantage seen Y J~ in Burnaby was freedom 

defenders over ?therdd~f~n~e ~7~:s:nd financial constraints. 
from bureaucratic, a mlnl~ r~ fenders were generally exempt 
One lawyer felt t~a~ pUb~~C e nd office management duties, 
from office admlnlstra Ive a 'tl'me spent on t ity to organize 
giving them more oppor un b erved that public defenders were 
casework. One lawyer 0 ~ 'n that they did not have 
free from financial.~onstralnt~, ~ Another lawyer observed 
to suppor! an offIce t~~~sen~~ 'have many "bureaucratic 
that publIC, d~fenders relatively cosy access to court 
hassles", SInce th~y hbad t ases Still another observed 
members and information a ou c . 
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that time travelling to court was much easier for the public 
defenders. One lawyer felt that time spent working as a 
public defender was a good way to organize a future 
practice, because of contacts formed with prospective 
clients and with members of the court. 

Two lawyers interviewed noted that the presence of 
public defenders in Burnaby provided reliable duty counsel 
regularly in court. The "duty counsel" observation 
confirmed how judges and Crown appeared to perceive the role 
and duties of public defence counsel. One lawyer reported 
that he observed no difference in the quality of criminal 
legal services provided by the two modes of defence counsel. 

According to judicare counsel the major disadvantages 
of the public defenders' position were pressures placed on 
public defenders by other members of the court, and lack of 
distance between public defenders and the court system. 
Three lawyers interviewed felt that high visibility of the 
public defenders in a court such as Burnaby left them open 
to pressures from other members of the court. One lawyer 
observed that "the court shoves everything to the public 
defenders", and suggested that they were perceived as 
"resident duty counsel on call (who) have to come over to 
court to handle stuff". Another lawyer expressed the 
fee li n g t hat the a job 0 f a pub I i c de fen d erma d e it" too 
easy for a person to become part of the system". He further 
noted that this did not appear to be a problem in Burnaby, 
but he felt that if the public defender office had been in 
operation in Vancouver, the "volume of cases would make the 
public defenders cynical and pressured". A third lawyer 
suggested that conJin~ally appearing before the same judge 
and against the sa~,.Crown counsel "might produce patterns 
of behavior because the judge, defence and Crown know each 
other so well". He further noted that public defenders 
might have to role play, and that it might be too easy to 
perform the same play, when the cast is the same". 

Minor disadvantages of public defender's position in 
Burnaby reported by the judicare lawyers included: lower 
motivation on the part of the lawyers because of lack of 
financial incentives; less individuality of clients and 
cases high case volumes. One lawyer observed that the pay 
given public defenders was "not very good for the work 
expected". He further speculated that a cost analysis might 
reveal that the public defender mode of delivering criminal 
legal services was more expensive than the judicare tariff 
system. 
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The major advantages of the judicare mode of delivering 
criminal legal services over the publi~ defe~der method, as 
perceived by the judicare lawyers IntervIewed, centr~d 
around the independence of judicare lawyers and theIr 
"distance" from the court. One lawyer felt that "on a day 
to day basis, the integrity and morality (~f a private 
lawyer) can not be questioned". ~e further ind!cated that 
his position in the court freed hIm from pre~suring by Cr~wn 
and judges which might unconsciously cause hIm to.compr~mIse 
the interests of his client. One lawyer who was Interv~ewed 
commented that private lawyers were freer to book trIals, 
while another felt that because individual private counsel 
appear before judges in Burnaby less often than public 
defenders, they were less apt to be.pressured to be more 
efficient in scheduling cases and handlIng appearances. He, 
additionally, observed that he would "personally feel funny 
setting cases for trial with no defence, on the chance that 
the Crown would be unable to produce evidence or witnesses 
if I were a public defender and had to see the same Crown 
and judges over and over". He felt, however, this was a 
reasonable tactic for private counsel. It should be noted 
that the practice of setting cases for trial on the hope 
that the Crown's case falls through seems to be a fairly 
common tactic among privately retained, judicare, and public 
defence counsel. In Burnaby most cases were disposed of on 
the day set for trial whether the disposition was a guilty 
plea, stay, or an actual trial. 

Client preference and superior treatment of clients by 
private lawyers were perceived as minor advantages of the 
judicare mode of delivering legal aid. One lawyer thought 
that a client would prefer to deal with a private counsel 
than with a public defender, and felt that. private coun~el 
were more likely to treat "clients as clIents and not lIke 
items on an assembly line". The "assembly-line" trea~ment 
of clients by public defenders was thought to b~ a lIkely 
result of higher caseload in public defender practIces. He 
further noted that the lower caseload of judicare counsel 
gave them an advantage in· their work general~y, and at 
trials especially, since they usually had more tIme to spe~d 
on case preparation than public defence counsel. AnalYSIS 
of time logs filled out by judicare ~nd pu~lic defence 
counsel did not show greater case preparatIo~ tIme o~ the 
part of judicare counsel (see Report VI, !~!~!! ~~~!y~~~). 

Lastly, one lawyer felt that private practice al~owed 
more personal freedom than practicing criminal l~w In a 
public defender office. He noted he could stop takIng cases 
and "take time off whenever I feel like it" as he could 
"make as much money as I want by increasing the number of 
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clients I accept". 

Two judicare lawyers interviewed felt there were 
disadvantages to their positions in Burnaby Provincial 
Court. One disadvantage was not having the opportunity to 
get to know judges sentencing tendencies as well as public 
defence counsel. The other disadvantage concerned the 
quality of service provided at the first appearance level. 
One lawyer felt that the "service may not be as good at 
first appearance, as that provided by public defenders." 
Analysis of cases handled by the two lawyer groups showed 
earlier client contact for public defence counsel 
particularly at show cause hearings. Tied with this, more 
public defence counsel clients were released after the show 
cause hearing than judicare counsel clients. 

Overall, judicare counsel agreed that disadvantages 
associated with the judicare mode of delivering criminal 
legal services did not outweigh advantages. None of the 
lawyers felt that the disadvantages of the public defender 
method of delivering legal services outweighed the 
advantages. Each lawyer expressed a slight preference for 
the judicare method, but none were strongly opposed to a 
public defender mode of delivering legal aid. Only one 
lawyer indicated that he had lost work because of the public 
defender office. One lawyer reported that his caseload had 
actually increased since the Burnaby Public Defender office 
opened. 

No judicare lawyers interviewed reported observing 
conflict between members of the Burnaby court. Two lawyers 
volunteered that Burnaby Provincial Court was the best court 
in the Vancouver area in which to work. 
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8. 

The perceptions of judges, Crown counsel, public 
de fen d e r s , j u d i car e co u n s e 1, and memb e r s 0 f the R. C • M. P. i n 
Burnaby about the functioning of Burnaby Provincial Court 
have been presented in the previous sections. No one set of 
perceptions can be used alone to provide a comprehensive 
picture of public defenders in the Burnaby Court. For this 
reason different actors or members of the court were 
interviewed. A picture of public defender in Burnaby can 
only be obtained by weighing the perceptions of different 
members of the court. 

The opinions and perceptions of the judges and Crown 
counsel are important in determining the position of the 
public defenders in the Burnaby Court. Crown counsel and 
judges are permanent members of the court organization, and 
it is within this organization that the defence lawyer must 
discharge his/her duties. Permanent members of the Court 
also have the best opportunity and the greatest interest in 
influencing others to behave in particualar ways and to 
improve the efficiency of court functioning. 

When asked to define the role of the public defence 
counsel, the judges agreed that the role was largely to 
protect the interests of the accused. They further observed 
that the roles of the public defence counsel, judicare 
counsel and privately retained defence counsel did not 
differ. Crown counsel were also in agreement about the role 
of public defenders as legal advocate and representative of 
the accused's rights and interests before the co~rt. Crown 
counsel further agreed that the role of public defenders was 
not different from that of any other defence lawyer. 

Interviews with both Crown and public defenders 
revealed that, despite the fact that judges and Crown 
perceived the roles of all criminal defence lawyers as 
similar, the roles, in fact, differed. Crown counsel, 
public defenders and judicare counsel observed that judges 
possibly treated public defenders differently than they 
treated members of the private bar. Public defenders were 
thought to be pressured into performing tasks at the 
convenience of the court; and were expected to contribute to 
its steady functioning. One judicare lawyer noted that "the 
judges see public defence counsel as the means to make the 
system work more smoothly", a perception which was similar 
to that held of the Crown. Crown counsel also observed that 
the relationship between judges and the public defenders was 
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more like Crown's relationship with judges, and less like 
the relationship with defence counsel. 

Overall,. the judges seemed to perceive public defenders 
~~ part as I~terch~n~eable elements of a group, whose duty 

was to proVIde crImInal legal counseling whenever the 
need ar~se. Jud~es were reported to have expressed the 
expectatIon that, If one public defender was unavailable for 
a court ~ppearance at ~ particular time, any other member of 
t~e publIC defence o~fIce should be available to step in for 
him. Reportedly, Judges also had similar expectation of 
Crown. Private criminal lawyers who acted in the Burnaby 
Cour~ frequently w~re members of law firms, or were from 
m~ltI-Iawye~ law offIces. Crown and public defence counsel 
dl? not thInk Judges expected members of the private bar to 
ShIft cases among themselves or to stand-in for each other 
when one was unavaiable. 

Expectations of the judges about duties of public 
defenders, as descr~bed by Crown, judicare counsel and 
defe~ce !awyers, did not match the judges' perceptions of 
t~e Ide~IIzed role of the public defence counsel. Neither 
dId their expectations match their perceptions of the nature 
of the relationship between themselves and the public 
defen?ers .and. how this relationship compared with their 
relatlons~Ip wIth the Crown counsel. Either the judges did 
n?t realize that they are treating the public defenders 
dlffe~ently than pr~vate defence counsel, or they chose not 
to dISC~SS the dIfferential treatment or Crown, judicare, 
and publiC defence counsel perceptions were inaccurate. 

At the time of the first series of interviews with 
Crown counsel, Crown reported that the relationship between 
themselves and the public defenders did not differ from 
their relationship with other defence lawyers. Several 
Crown counsel observed the treatement of the public 
defenders by the judges and compared it to their own, but 
there were no indications that Crown felt the public 
defenders ought to act differently than any other defence 
lawye:. In the second series of interviews, however, 
e~pecially when asked to identify the advantages and 
dIsadvantages of public defenders in the Burnaby court some 
changes in Crown perceptions were apparent. ' 

The advantages of the public defenders over their 
Judica:e counterparts stated during the first series of 
!n~ervlews ~ere l~rgely ~en~red around defenders knowing the 
IdIosyncrasIes, lIkes, dIslIkes and behavior patterns of 
?ther .members of the court. In the second series of 
IntervIews, the stated advantages centred around 
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characteristics of the public defenders' practice which 
contributed positively to the functioning of Burnaby 
Provincial Court. Crown perceived the Public Defence Office 
as a group-shared practice. Public defenders were thought 
to be able to cover for each other and handle each others 
cases., The potential of shifting files among themselves and 
covering for one another in court did not seem to be o~ any 
particular advantage in speeding the actual proceSSIng of 
cases. Judicare cases and public defence cases t?ok ~b?ut 
the same length of time from first appearance to dISPOSItIon 
(See Report II, ~ii~~!iY~~~~~ ~~~!Y~i~). 

The observations of Crown counsel about advantag~s of 
the public defender style of criminal practice were ~rIented 
towards court objectives. Likewise, the expectatIons of 
judges about how public defenders ought to proceed were also 
court-oriented. Both the judges and the Crown counsel 
appeared to perceive public defenders in Burnaby as 
permanent members of the court with certain court system 
duties. 

There are several possible explanations for h~w judge 
and Crown perceptions were formed. One explanatIon for 
Crown counsel and judge perceptions of "permanen~ memb~r" 
status of public defenders involved the fr~quency wIth w~Ich 
public defenders were in court. For ~he lIfe of the proJect 
the three public defenders alone provIded most duty counsel 
services for Burnaby Provincial Court. Under other 
circumstances, duty counsel duties would have been ref~r:ed 
to members of the private bar. The number of practIcI~g 
lawyers who accept duty counsel referrals in Burnaby made It 
unlikely that any single private lawyer would create t~e 
sense of "constant, continuous duty counsel" that publIC 
defenders established. Being identified as Q~!X ~~~~~~! i~r 
the Court and establishing a sense of duty counsel consta~cy were--the first steps leading to the lawyers actually b~Ing 
perceived as the resident duty counsel. When, the fIrst 
series of interviews were conducted, the publIC d~fenders 
complained about other members of the court exp~cting any 
public defenders to provide duty counsel at,any tIme of day, 
regardless of other business the lawyer mIght have. The 
burden of "extra" duty counsel service was felt to 
contribute to the "burn out" syndrome which affected the 
public defender lawyers as the project came to a close. 

Another factor influencing the identification might be 
the mode of payment of public defenders. Th~y were sta~f 
lawyers paid salaries just as Crown ~nd Judges are paId 
salaries and not for cases handled. PublIC defenders were 
paid for all their time, not just case related time or not 
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just for specific services. 
Crown to consider slack time 
which can be drawn upon 
defenders were already being 

It might be easy for judges and 
for public defenders as time 
by the court, since the public 
paid. 

, The third factor which may provide an explanation for 
J~dge and Cr~w~ counsel perceptions of public defenders 
mIght be the lImIted number of courts in which the public 
d~fend~rs a~peared. Most lawyers acting for criminal legal 
aId clIents In Burnab¥ were actually lawyers from Vancouver. 
Judges and Crown mIght agree that it was unreasonable to 
exp~ct defence counsel who practice in several courts too be 
avallab!e to or arrange hiS/her schedule at the convenience 
of partIcular court. The public defenders were known to be 
almost exclu~ively in Burn~by. Knowledge of this fact may 
have led the Judges to be SlIghtly short sighted in their 
demands t~at the public defenders act in accordance with the 
court's wI~hes, especially in scheduling appearances. For 
example, In the instance that a judicare lawyer indicates 
that he/sh~ is unav~ilable for an appearance on a particular 
day, commItments In another Court provide an acceptable 
:ea~on for the delay. In instances when a public defender 
I~dIcated ~hat he/she could not be available at a particular 
tIme, the Judges' nature of the response was sometimes 
reported as "why can't you be here, you don't have case in 
any other courts" or even "can't you send Over one of the 
other fellows in your office - you are all Burnaby public defenders". 

These three factors, the frequent presence of public 
defenders in t~e Burnaby court; the identification of 
Burn~by Legal Aid lawyers as "public defenders" and staff 
counsel, an~ t~e exclusivity of public defender practice in 
Burnaby PrOVInCIal Court are not independent of each other. 
T~e,pre~sures on ~he public Defenders were heightened by the 
l~m~tation of t~eIr practice to the Burnaby Court. The 
lImIted practIce enhanced their image as a public 
defender/public, servant available at all times. The 
presence and Interaction of these three elements may have 
aff~c~ed ,the perc~ptions of Crown counsel and judges, 
faCIlItatIng the VIew that public defenders were permanent 
memb~rs of the co~rt. The perceived permanent status of th~ 
publIC defenders In Burnaby further contributed to judge and 
Crown expectations that public defenders ought to contribute 
to the smooth functioning of the Burnaby Provincial Court. 
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8.1 Between Pub 1 i c Defence ------- and Crown -------- ------
Counsel: 

One frequently voiced criticism~ of the publ~c defender 
mode of delivering criminal defence IS that. PUb~lC d~fence 
counsel sacrifice the interests of theIr clIents In the 
interests of serving the court. Public defence counsel, who 
must work daily with other members of the court, such as 
Crown counsel, might establish relationships with court 
members which supercede the lawy~r's loyalty and duty to the 
client. The opportunity for extra-courtroom. contacts 
between public defence counsel and Crown counsel IS thought 
to influence the nature of the relationshi~s which dev~lop 
and courtroom behavior. The end result IS that the clIe~t 
is "sold down the river" in order that the Crown and publIC 
defender can reach an agreement which preserves or 
strengthens their on-going relation. 

There were two categories of defence/Crown counsel 
contacts identified in this study. Contacts between defence 
and prosecution can be characterized as professional or 
social. Professsional contacts are those which, by their 
nature are case related. Contacts between defence counsel 
and Cr~wn counsel, which occur in the office of the Crown or 
in the courtroom, can generally be assumed to be 
professional. Social contacts are non-case related, a~d 
generally take place outside the courtroom or Crown s 
offices. 

All public defenders reported contacts outside the 
courtroom with various Crown counsel. Contacts occurred in 
the courthouse hallways, at coffee, at meetings held between 
the two offices, and occasionally at lunch. One public 
defender noted that he and one Crown played racketball a few 
times. These observations coincide with those made by 
interviewed Crown. 

Three judicare lawyers interviewed stated they had no 
contact outside the courtroom with the Crown couns~l except 
for contacts which occurred in the Crown offIces about 
specific cases. A fourth judicare counsel stated that he 
occasionally had coffee with some Crown counsel, whom he had 
come to know through interaction in the courtroom. 
Generally, on-going relationships di~ develop between Crown 
and public defenders. Informal SOCIal contacts occured. 
Crown and public defenders gained mutual knowledge. ?rown 
considered their relationships mostly "good" and "trustIng". 
Informal social ~elations did not develop between Crown 
counsel and the high volume legal aid lawyers in~erview~d, 
thought informed social relationships may have eXIsted WIth 
some judicare counsel not interviewed. 
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Burnaby public defenders and judicare lawyers 
interviewed were asked to describe the bargaining procedures 
they used with Burnaby Crown. Burnaby Crown were asked 
questions about the bargaining process they used with the 
two groups of defence lawyers. 

Each public defenders outlined the same basic method of 
proceeding on a case. The procedure outlined by public 
defenders differed in only one respect from the procedure 
outlined by judicare lawyers. Judicare counsel and public 
defenders stated they generally did not take any action in a 
case until they had obtained the particulars of the case 
from Crown counsel. This prevented them from revealing any 
damaging information. If no discussion of the circumstances 
of the case occurred prior to obtaining the particulars, 
they could not disclose anything which might be used against 
the client. 

After the particulars of the case were received, public 
defence and judicare counsel generally had their first 
meeting with the client. In Burnaby, since public defenders 
were also duty counsel, public defenders met some of their 
clients in their role as duty counsel. At that time, the 
client was informed of the law pertaining to his/her 
offence(s) and was informed what defences were available. 
The client was allowed to express any possible preferences 
he/she might have about how to proceed. Several lawyers 
interviewed - one public defender and three judicare lawyers 

specifically indicated that, within the bounds of ethics, 
they always tried to do what the client wanted. 

The information obtained from judicare and public 
defence counsel revealed some differences in the bargaining 
process. Judicare counsel were more likely to set a trial 
date after the first appearance on the chance that Crown 
would be unable to obtain required evidence or witnesses 
would not appear at the trial. This stated pattern of 
proceedings conflicted with the perceptions of some Crown 
and public defence counsel that public defence counsel were 
pressured into setting dates quickly, but judicare counsel 
easily put off trial. Most negotiations with Crown counsel 
were reported to take place "at the last minute", while 
waiting for court to begin. Public defenders, on the other 
hand, appeared more likely to negotiate with Crown if they 
perceived that the Crown had a very strong case, as long as 
the client did not object. If the Crown's case was 
perceived as weak, there was no indication that the public 
defenders had any more pre-trial discussion with the Crown 
counsel, than judicare counsel in a similar situation. 
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?ublic defence counsel did engage in discussions more 
frequently than judicare counsel and discussion~ more 
frequently ended in agreement. Report II, ~!!~~!~~~~~s~ 

, detaI'ls discussion patterns WhICh actually 
~~~!1~~~' 
occurred. 

Crown counsel were asked to identify ~h~ most important 
factors affecting the nature of the bar~aIning pro~es~. Of 
those Crown who responded to this questIon, all IndIcated 
that the relationship between Crown and defence coun~el w~s 
the most important factor in bargaining. The relatIonshIp 
between defence and Crown counsel was reported ~o be 
dependent on personality factors and trust. In turn, It was 
f It that trust could only be established between the Crown 
a~d defence counsel through repeated dealings and contacts 
with each other. 

In the first series of interviews, interviewed Crown 
indicated that the relationship which they had with the 
public defenders ~l~ ~2! Q~!!~! in any way ~rom the 
relationships which they had wIth members of the prIvate b~r 
who were in the Burnaby court as often as the publIC 
defenders. Several members of the private bar were then 

t ' d by name some of whom were subsequently me n Ion e , " t . 't . d In the second serIes of In erviews, In erviewe . h f f the 
interviewed Crown generally agreed that t e r~quency 0 

defence lawyer's presence in court ~as ~tIll the most 
significant determinant of the reiatlonship between Crown 
and defence. However, they also generally agreed,that there 
were no members of the private bar who were In court as 
often as the public defenders, and none wi~h ~hom Crown h~d 
a better working relationship. One Crown IndIcated that, If 
the relationships between Crown and defence were rated on a 

ale the relationships with public defenders would rate 
~~e m~ximum score. The relationships between the Cr~wn 
counsel and the public defenders differed from those WhICh 
Crown had with private defence lawyers. 

According to several Crown counsel, because their 
relationships with public defenders w~r~ "good and 
trusting", their work was more pleasant. ~dditionally, when 
relationships existed which were characterIzed as good, less 
discussion was needed to reach an agreement. One Crown 
counsel noted that since the public defenders knew C~own and 
judges better than private lawyers, they were more lIkely to 
accept an offered deal. This perception ma~ched the patt~rn 
found in the analyzing case records (~!!~~!~~~~~~~ ~~~!~~~~, 
Report II). Public Defence counsel reached more agreements 
with Crown than judicare lawyers. 
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One public defender stated that the high frequency of 
contact with Crown and ongoing relationship with Crown meant 
that the public defenders "had to be more careful not to do 
things to irritate the Crown." He further indicated that 
private lawyers had the same obligation, but that if they 
did do something to annoy the prosecutors, "the results are 
not so severe, because of the number of Crown Counsel and 
the fewer numbers of contacts between Crown counsel and 
private lawyers." He further thought that the relationship 
between Crown counsel and public defenders generally 
resulted in a loss of bargaining power, since there was 
seldom any chance to bluff. One public defender noted that 
he spent time "harassing" the Crown--"nagging" to have 
charges dropped and telling him about the client's personal 
problems. The opportunity to harass is clearly related to 
frequency of contact. This lawyer felt that he was able to 
influence the sentence reconmendations in this way, because 
Crown counsel would be more likely to have a positive 
attitude toward the client. The public defender further 
indicated that this tactic generally resulted in obtaining 
lesser penalties for his clients. The public defenders 
thought that their relationship with the Crown did not 
differ from that which the Crown had with any other lawyers 
who handled as many cases in Burnaby as the public 
defenders. However, no defence counsel existed who handled 
as many cases. 

Judicare counsel characterized their relationships with 
Crown counsel as generally "good working relationships". 
Judicare counsel defined their relationships within 
professional or work-related terms. Public defenders talked 
about general relationships which included social and 
professional dimensions. Judicare counsel felt that the 
informality and accessibility of the Crown counsel in 
Burnaby made it "easier to deal and work things out" than in 
Vancouver Provincial Court. Overall, the judicare lawyers 
did not feel that their relationship with the Crown counsel 
differed appreciably from that which existed between public 
defenders and the Crown counsel. They did not, however, 
have any knowledge of the relationship between Crown and 
public denfenders. 

The perceptions of both judicare counsel and public 
defence counsel had some similarities. Both lawyer groups 
recognized an accessibility and informality about the 
Burnaby Crown. Prosecutors, public defenders and private 
lawyers acknowledged that good relationships between Crown 
counsel and defence lawyers made dealing and bargaining 
tasks easier. The major differences perceived between the 
two lawyer groups were differences of intensity as opposed i 
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to differences in the nature of the relationships between 
defence and Crown and a perception (by public defence 
counsel) of an ongoing professional and social dimension to 
Crown relationships. 

Both Crown and public defenders made a point to 
distinguish between private defence lawyers who were 
infrequently in the Burnaby court and those who handled as 
many cases in Burnaby as the public defenders (though 
non-existent). Private lawyers who were. in Burnaby as 
frequently as the public defenders were perceIved to develop 
relationships of high intensity. Frequency of.conta~t was 
the dominant perceptual factor .. All lawyers. InterVIewed, 
both Crown, judicare, and publIC defence, belIeved ~efence 
counsel who were frequently in Burnaby had t~e potentI~l. to 
develop relationships with Crown counsel WhICh were SImIlar 
to those developed by public defence counsel. However, ?f 
the private defence counsel who do criminal defence work In 
Burnaby none handled as many criminal legal aid cases as the 
Public defender lawyers. It is not known how many non-leg~l 
aid cases the interviewed judicare lawyers handled In 
Burnaby. However, those picked to be ~nterviewed were a 
sample of the highest volume legal ald. lawyers and 
presumably had high volume criminal law practIces. 

As noted in Section 5, observations of public defenders 
in the day-to-day discharge of their duties did not show 
public defence making any effort to perform favors for the 
Crown, or to "lean over backwards" for t~em. On s~veral 
separate occasions, a public defender. detaIled strategIes he 
intended to use in court with Crown counsel, and e~pressed 
some pleasure in using what he felt were particular~y 
obscure or technical tactics. When one of the publIC 
defende~s won an important case, it was not unusual for t~e 
other legal aid staff to take him out to lunch, ~n 
celebration. This behavior did not suggest that the publIC 
defenders were particularly committed to satisfying Crown 
interests. 

~.!.! g~~..!..!.!y £f ~~f~.!!~~ ~.!!.2 ~~~y~!. :.!!!:!!..!! out". 

Two problems associated with the public defender method 
of delivering legal services were related to the perceived 
heavy workload of the public defender. Part of this 
perception may have come from the way C~own a~d judges used 
them to "fire fight" in court, to prOVIde qUIck on-th~-spot 
representation. The pressure of being on call contrIbuted 
to perceived "burn out". The monotony of the work may al~o 
have lead public defender lawyers to "burn out". Publ!c 
defence counsel estimated roughly 1-1/2 to 2 years of publIC 
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defence work before "burn 
defenders felt the need for a 
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The public defenders were defining a new role within 
the Burnaby Court. They were setting limits and creating 
expectations. The fact that there was no public defender 
way behaving at the beginning of the project may have led to 
the perception of external pressure from Crown and judges 
and have contributed to a feeling of "burn out". 

Public defenders generally felt that legal service 
agencies either could not or would not pay public defenders 
salaries which would compensate for the workload associated 
with public defence work. For this reason, it was believed 
over the long run that only a very inexperienced and/or 
incompetent lawyers would remain public defenders. Lawyers 
with a range of skills might be initially hired, but it was 
thought that a disproportionate number of incompetent 
lawyers would stay on as staff counsel, rather than leave 
and go into private practice. One public defender 
interviewed expressed his fears about the public defender 
mode as a means of delivering criminal legal aid. "The 
public defender system has certain great advantages, but 
none of the advantages are as great as the disadvantages, 
because the public defender system is only as good as the 
people hired. One can't trust the government to 
consistently hire competent counsel, either on a long-term 
basis or on a large scale." One Crown counsel noted that 
the public defender system in Burnaby might not have worked 
out so well if any of the public defender lawyers "were not 
liked or were creating havoc." 

The judges and Crown counsel interviewed in the Burnaby 
court volunteered that the three public defenders were 
excellent criminal lawyers. One judge indicated that the 
quality of criminal defence had improved with the 
establishment of the Burnaby Legal Aid Office. Crown 
counsel indicated that they spent more time and effort 
preparing cases when the defence counsel was a public 
defender. The public defence counsel felt that much of the 
success of the public defender office in Burnaby was due to 
their competence as lawyers, and expressed concern that 
future public defender offices might be doomed to failure if 
staffed by incompetent or mediocre lawyers. 

If the Burnaby Public Defence office had been staff~d 
with anomalous defence lawyers then the results of the study 
could be suspect. Findings which indicated some measure of 
superiority of public defender mode over the judicare mode I 
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of defence might be questionable on the ground that the 
findings reflected only the qualities of the individual 
lawyers and not the qualities of the public defender system. 
In anticipation of this potential bias in running the 
experimental office, the Legal Services Society deliberately 
hired public defenders who were representative of lawyers 
who would be expected to apply for and be hired in public 
defender posts. 

The Legal Services Society and the Department of 
Justice, which provided funds and contracted for the 
evalaution, were conscious of the potential bias and made 
strong efforts to avoid problems. For example, one public 
defender had limited court experience when he was hired. He 
had shown exceptional administrative skill, but could not be 
considered an exceptional criminal trial lawyer. Another 
public defender lawyer had been a legal aid staff lawyer for 
a short time in rural British Columbia. While he was staff 
counsel he handled some criminal legal work. His outcome 
record as staff was similar to the average outcome pattern 
for judicare counsel in Burnaby. The third public defender 
lawyer had wider ranging criminal court experience. The 
outcome patterns for the public defence counsel are 
described in detail in Report I, ~ii~~!!~~~~~~ ~~~lY~!~ . 
Briefly, there were differences in how cases were handled by 
staff and non-staff counsel, but the overall 
guilty/non-guilty patterns were similar. There was some 
individual variability in how the public defenders handled 
cases, but based on outcomes, there was no indication that 
the three public defenders were exceptional-criminal lawyers 
whose talent would bias the analysis. 

There was an obvious discrepancy in the perceptions of 
some Burnaby court members and the Legal Services Society 
about the representativeness of the lawyers who were 
employed in the Burnaby office. Some members of the Burnaby 
court were convinced that the three public defenders were 
exceptional lawyers, while the Legal Services Socjety hired 
them in a conscious effort to employ lawyers representative 
of a potential pool of public defenders. The Legal Services 
Society hired individuals with a range of criminal 
law/courtroom experience. 

There are three possible explanations for this 
disparity in perception. The first reason centres around 
possible misperceptions of what constitutes lawyer ability. 
The qualities which designated excellence to the hiring 
committee of the Legal Services Society may not have been 
the same qualities which indicated excellence to a judge, 
prosecutor or defence lawyer in a criminal court. The Legal 

Services Society used criteria of experience, past legal aid 
performance and reputation. Judges a~d Crown may use 
standards which relate to courtroom behavlor. 

The second reason for the discrepancy, might involve 
the affect of expectation on perception. The public 
defenders, Crown counsel and judges in Burnaby were not 
informed of the criteria used in hiring the public 
defenders. Individuals with no background in evaluation 
research would not be able to anticipate criticisms of the 
design of a particular evaluation. project .. L~wyers or 
judges might expect that a legal serVlces organlzatlon w?uld 
hire only the best practicing trial la~yers for a pllot 
project of some importance. It seems possIble then, that 
the judges, and Crown counsel ~awyers perceived excellence 
in the public defender lawyers slmply because they expected 
it to be there. 

The third reason for the difference in perceptions 
between members of the Burnaby court and the Legal Services 
Society was suggested by one of the Burnaby pr?secut~rs who 
noted that the public defender lawyers provlded. expert 
criminal counsel" but suggested that "even stupld people 
doing this much criminal defence work w?uld do a good job". 
The observation was not meant to lmply that any of the 
public defenders were not considered inte~ligent. No Cro~n 
counsel indicated anything except the belIef that the pub~lC 
defenders were intelligent and competent. The observat~on 
implied that the volume of criminal defence work whlch 
public defenders encounter increased their competence and 
sharpened their skills as defence counsel, that even ?ouns~l 
who were initially less skilled would dev~lop good sk~lls ~n 
a public defence operation: If th~s obs~rvatlon lS 
accurate, it could mean that In the tlme whlch elapsed 
between the hiring of the public defence lawyers and the 
interviews with the different members of the Burnaby court, 
the public defenders developed skills perceived by other 
members of the court as excellent defence skill .. Anot~er 
possibility is that knowle~ge of the s¥stem ~nd ltS maJ?r 
actors improved performance wlthout changlng Sklll~. Publlc 
defence counsel developed personal knowledge of Judges and 
Crown as they stated, may have learned to avoid problems, 
thereby increasing perceived skills by judges and Crown. 

If the improvement performance of skill ph~nomenon 
occurred, the public defender mode may be a mechanlsm for 
improving the quality of legal representation. I~ fact, the 
fear that high quality criminal defence is unobtaInable from 
a public defender office may be unfounded. In Burnaby 
perceived high quality was a major characteristic of public 1 
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defender representation. 

The second major problem often associated with the 
public defender mode of delivering legal services was the 
high rate of turnover of public defence counsel--public 
defenders "burn out". Routine and perceived heavy workload 
associated with public defender practices may produce mental 
exhaustion and boredom after a period of time. All three 
Burnaby public defenders reported being "burned out" at the 
end of the experimental project. The reasons they cited for 
the "burn out", as noted earlier, included the monotony of 
appearing before the same judges and Crown counsel, the 
routine nature of cases, and excessive workloads. Burn out 
did occur and may be a characteristic of public defence 
practice. The perceived "burn out" may also have bcen the 
result of having to define a new role, to set limits of 
action, to determine what exactly a public defender is. 
Role defining jobs are often associated with perceived high 
levels of stress. A lawyer stepping into an existing public 
defender job might not experience the same stresses. 

Having to appear before the same judges on a regular 
basis was viewed as a disadvantage because the judge tended 
to cease treating public defenders as independent defence 
counsel, and treated them more as interchangeable units in 
one group. Appearing before Burnaby judges and against 
Crown counsel regularly was perceived to have a stifling 
effect on creativity in arguing their cases. Objectively it 
appeared to have a beneficial effect on jail sentencing. 

Being in the same court on a regular basis had other 
negative effects on the lawyers' job satisfaction. The 
variability of charges brought against individuals in 
Burnaby was small mostly property offences. Arguing 
similar defences for similer types of cases over and over 
may have led to boredom and disinterest. 

One possible solution to these two problems would be to 
establish small offices which could serve more than one 
court. This is a solution possible in the greater Vancouver 
area, not in the rest of British Columbia. Dividing time 
and energy between two courts ought to alleviate some of the 
boredom and monotony of being continuously in one court. It 
may also help lawyers retain a sense of independence. Since 
they would have recognized obligations in more than one 
court organization, serving two courts could help to relieve 
or alleviate the pressure from judges to always be at the 
disposal of one court. Splitting time between courts has 
some disadvantages. Public defender familiarity with 
individual judges and Crown was a distinct advantage. If 
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reduced their time in anyone court t~o.much, the 
~:~~~~~: of a public defender system might be elImInated. 

defence counsel indicated that continuously 
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only legal aId clIents :esu ; " within a staff 
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legal aid structure. Any solutIons ~o percep~~~iC defender 
would have to come from programs to c ange 
attitudes. 

The heavy workload was perceiv7d ~y the 
. I test contrIbutIons to defenders as the sIng e grea d that the 
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were viewed.by Crown;~ J g asked to look after persons 
problems WhICh arose. ey were. lawers or to give 
who appeared in the cou~tho~~ef~~t~~~~ate ~ounsel's clients. 
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defender system, but did produce Job straIn. 
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9. Conclusion 

Public defenc~ counsel were in a conflicting position 
in court. Their continuous, frequent presence in the same 
court, dealing with the same judges and Crown, produced a 
continuity of legal aid services which improved perceptions 
of the quality of criminal defence. Continuous on-going 
relationships also seemed to facilitate discussions with 
Crown and produce lighter sentences for those convicted. 
Public defence counsel, however, felt pressures from the 
judges and Crowns to ease the operation of the system and 
provide instant representational services. 

The position of public defender is difficult. Unless 
additional steps are taken, public defenders will most 
likely become dissatisfied with what is perceived as a high 
pressure job and "burn out!!. The legal Services Soceity can 
accept a high staff turnover or attempt to improve job 
satisfaction. Problems with job satisfaction came primarily 
from monotony and "permanent duty counsel status." Monotony 
might be reduced by allowing some representation in a number 
of courts. Constant duty counsel status might be eliminated 
if formal duty counsel were available during the whole court 
day. Individuals with problems could then be directed away 
from public defenders in court for an appearance. 

Perceived problems of constant duty counsel status 
might also be reduced by working with defence counsel to 
accept the difference between staff and fee-for-service 
positions. In a staff position slack time is not unpaid 
time, but time which can be ~ut to alternative uses. Giving 
advice in the courthouse while waiting for an appearance is 
not necessarily a misuse of time, it can be an alterantive 
use during an otherwise unused time period. 

The public defence mode of delivering legal aid in 
Burnaby had strong positive effects. Public defender, Crown 
and judge relationships were generally positive. The 
perceived quality of defence improved. A working 
relationship developed which seemed to help clients and a 
continuity of service developed. 

The strength of the public defence mode of delivering 
legal aid, and the increased perceived and actual 
performance were tied to knowledge of a specific court and 
how it operated. Problems of "burn out" were real and 
should be dealt within any continuous public defender 
operation, but, in order to maintain the benefit of a public 
defence counsel system, solutions would have to be worked 
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out which do not compromise availability and accessibility 
of services. 
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